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giving with her relatives in Salem.
THANKSGIVING
Mr. and Mrs. Siimon Booker pass
ed Thanksgiving with their daughter,
DAY GUESTS Mrs. George W elch and family in

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

Mrs. S. J. Bangs dined with her in speaking of this marriage, for during
sister, Mrs. S. L. Twombly aaid niece, the 45 years of sunshine and shadow,
that come into all human lives, their
Mrs. C. Nell Parker.
Mr. and Mrs, Timothy Sweet and care and tender thought for each other
Rumiford.
They will also visiit in sen, Dana were the guests of their remained steadfast and true.
Two sons, John and Seward, have
Tollowing are a few of the guests Portland before returning home.
daughter, Mrs. E. C. White and fam
always lived at home and they have Will Be Known as the Bell Man
Mr. and Mrs. Wan. Leavitt enter ily.
and by whom entertained, who were
tenderly assisted their mother in the
not mentioned in our last week's Is tained a large dinner party on Sun
Miss Carolyn Kenniston of Rum\ constant care and attention that have
ufacturing Co.
day, 20 in number.
Their sons Will
sue:
ford with her mother, Mrs. L. F. been necessary during the long period
Leavitt
and
family,
Fred
Leavitt
an
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ross enter
Kenniston and sister, Miss Blanche. of Mr. Dill’ s illness. The other chil
The Reed’s Mill Lumber Co. is no
tained their son, DeBerna Ross and family, Howard Leavitt and family
George B. Carpenter was the guest dren, Messrs. D. W. and Llewellyn
more
but a new company has been or
wife of Phillips and their son, Dr. aiid Levi Leavitt, also Will Booker.
of friends in Farmington with his Dill of Farmington and Mrs. Ashley
Judge Morrison and Harold WorthRoss and wife and two sons of Randaughter, Mrs. F. A. Russell of Wil Wing of Phillips were able to visit ; g&ttiaed under tine name of the Bell
j Mfg. Co., with many of the old mem
geley; their daughter, Mrs. W. J. ley and family were entertained by ton,
their father frequently all through the
bers in the new company. The Pres
Roerts and husband of Rochester, N. Hon. and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison.
days of his suffering, and this was a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dexter
Beedy
were
ident
of the Bell Mfg. Co. is P. D.
H. Dr. and Mrs. Roberts returned
source of great comfort to him.
the dinner guests of their son, Carl
Stubbs; vice president, Dr. C. W .
home Saturday.
Mr. Dill’s death occurred November
i Beil of Strong; treasurer, H. E. Bell,
Mr. and Mrs. William Caiden en Bpedy and wife.
19 and the funeral was held the follow
: Phillips; directors, Robert Maxcy,
Principal and Mrs. F. M. Hammond
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Wiilis Hardy
ing Sunday in the home he had loved so
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Moses Har entertained the latter’s parents, Mr.
well, the services being conducted by j Portland, P. D. Stubbs, Dr. C. W.
Interesting
!
A
live!
Helpful!
j
and
Mrs.
Rufus
Beedy.
den, Mr. and Mrs. Birchard Whitman
Undertaker Chandler, Rev. M, S. Bell, H. E. Bell.
and son and Fred Voter.
Hutchins officiating as pastor. The | Many improvements are being made
Mr. and Mrs. L. G;. Voter and son.
Mr. E. J. Ross and Mr. and Mirs. Will were the guests of Mr.
Such is the ambition for the People 8 burial service of the Jr. O. U. A. M. i a' the mill and new machinery will
and
Services to be held this winter at the was also given, Mr. Dill having been a ; be added for further development of
Lee Ross entertained the
former’s Mrs. Chester Allen.
sisters, Mrs. J. W. Brackett and hus
Mrs. Ina Davenport dined with her Union church on Sunday evening of member of that order and also of the ; the business.
band of Portland and Mirs. B. D. mother, Mrs. E. R. Lander at Madrid each week. Programs are being ar Grange.
Music for the funeral services was
ranged with these purposes in view.
Whitney of East Livermore. Mr. and Station.
It is earnestly hoped that this effort furnished by a quartette consisting of
Mrs. Brackett returned to Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bates
and
Monday.
daughter were with relatives in Ran- may so appeal to the community that Mrs. Pearl Smith of Madrid, Mr. Al
a'l who are not attending church else bert E. Kempton arid Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Ross and Mr. goley.
and Mrs. W. T. Hinds were the
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Haley were a- where will support these meetings by Bonney Webber of Phillips. '
The following contributed flowers:
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Don Rose.
niong the dinner guests at the Elm their presence and encouragement.
There is Congregational singing at Sixty-seven white pinks, the family;
Wakefield, Mass.,, Nov. 28, 1915.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Edwards had wood.
spray daybreak pinks, Mr. and Mrs. |To the Editor of Maine Woods:
their grandmother, Mrs.
Amanda
Mr. J. H. Byron and daughter, Mis each meeting, there is a really splendid
musical program given by the Choral Will Dill; wreath, P. of H. No. Frank
Edwards for their dinner guest.
Eima dined at the Elmwood.
After reading your edition of Nov.
club,
and the meetings are steadily lin Grange; wreath, Jr. 0. U. A. M.;
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Gould of Far
Mi;, and Mrs. Frank Hodgunan wer
25, I am prompted to write a few
growing in interest and attendance. spray daybreaks, Mr. and Mrs. E. Dill;
mington were the guests of the lat guests of their cousin, Mir. and Mrs.
lines for another newspaper
other
The persons who attend these services spray daybreaks, Mrs. Octavia Badger
ter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. Frank J A. Linsoott in Farmington.
than my own, even at the risk of
can depend on getting out promptly at and Mrs. E. V. Holt; 18 daybreaks, W.
Beal.
James Norton and Miss
Marion
8 30 for the pastor has promised to S. Badger, Mr. and Mrs. Otto A. Bad ycur consignment cf this epistle to
Bruce Davenport and sister, Roxie Smart of Portland were the guests
ger, Miss Elsie Badger; spray day the yawning waste basket, a privilege
make the addresses brief and direct.
dhe<I with their grandparents, Mr. of Mr. Norton's parents, Mr.
and
For the next few evenings the ad breaks, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cole; spray all of us enjoy.
Mrs. J. A. Norton in Avon. Mr. Nor dresses will be from the general sub daybreaks, Berry
and Mrs. Ira Davenport.
And so, among other solemn chang
Pinkham, Mr. and
Mrs. Louisa Butterfield and daugh- ton and Miss Smart nre both employ ject “ The Humanity and Divinity of Mrs. A. J. Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs. A. es, our old friend George Powell has
ter, Miss A libertine,, entertained Mr. e 1 on the Portland Express.
A num
Jesus” and will be sub-divided as fol B. Toothaker; spray pinks, Mr.'and passed on to his reward!
and Mrs. Fremont Soamman and two
L. B. Costello and family cf Lew lows:
Mrs. D. W. Dill; spray red pinks, C. B. ber of Wakefield people who hove
sons, Henry and Albert, and Mrs. iston dined with Mr. and Mrs. G.
Hunter and family; cut flowers, Mr. spent happy days with Phillips and
Nov. 28, The Manliness of Jesus.
Esther Scamman.
W Wood at their borne on Wood
and Mrs. C. E. Dill. '
Dec. 5, The Womanliness of Jesus.
Rangeiey friends learn with sincere
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry street, Lewiston, also Miss Louise
Dec. 19, The Qjildlikeness o f Jesus.
regret Gnat “ Old George” is no more.
True were their parents, Mr. and Newcomer and Miss Lillian Mills.
Dec. 26, The Godlikeness of Jesus.
His genial nature, level-headediness,
Dr. and Mrs. C. W.
Taggart of
Mrs. Will True, Miss Edna True, Mr.
These services are yours and your
integrity, good judgment and willing
and Mrs. Charles Hammons and two Winthrop were entertained in Far encouragement and attendance is ear
ness' to hieLp others' were characteris
children and Miss Edith. Hunter.
mington by Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Stur- nestly requested.
tics that won for liiim the lasting es
Miss Tressie Carroll spent Thanks tevant.
teem of his friends.
O B IT U A R Y .
We who live at a distance from
your delightful Rangeiey region feel
It
Is
Thought
He
Will
Recover.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
C H A R L E S O R R IS O N D IL L
HOTRL BLANCHARD
that we have lost a genuine friend,
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTON MAINE
even though ait i® years since somie
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
John Thomas, Jr., of King-field,
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. “ God called our loved ones but we lose v. ho shot himself Last Saturday ts re of us have had the privilege of seeing
not wholly
the one who was a true ‘‘white man.”
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
covering at the Central Maine Gen
What he hath.given:
in hi® dealing® with others. If there
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
They live on earth in thought and deed eral hospital.
were more people in the world as>
STRATTON M AINE.
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
Hjs mother returned to Kingfield
As truly as in heaven.”
faithful and kindly a® George Rowell
Wednesday night, but his wife is
was, hew much additional happiness
Once again has our community been
still with, him.
there might be for all of ns’
saddened by the death of a life-long
Some of the shattered hone has
citizen of Phillips, Charles Orrisnn Dill.
Now that I am writing I find it
been
removed but they deem it not
Not only was he a life-long resident of
difficult to realize that my eld friend
the town hut practically all the 67 advisable to operate at present. He “ Jim” Brackett is not at your office;
Mountain V iew . Maine
years of his life had been passed upon ;s getting along as comfortable as- he, too, having long since gone on.
F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite or s 4 1 r e s s
the home farm where his parents, Or- can be expected, and it is .thought Although there are name® cf many
rison and Mary Jane (Hammond) Dill he will recover.
person® in Maine Woods whom I clo
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
were living at the time of his birth,
not personally know, I feel that I
Mountain View,
»
.
#
Maine
November 7, 1848.
ought to know them, for I read your
When only a boy he manifested the
paper at heme every Sunday, usually
energy and spirit of interest which go
by the open fire, instead of at the
to make up the successful farmer, and
office, for at home I try to imagine
the promise of his youth was fulfilled
mysalf 200 miles away, toward the
in the activities of manhood. He was
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
North Country.
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office never afraid to “ put his hand to the Toothaker Gets Biggest Game, but
Sometimes, after a strenuous week,
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars plow” or perform his share of the hard
I
must confess that I really envy
and other information, write
work that falls to the lot of tillers of
Luce Scores the Highest
ED. G R A N T <£L S O N C O . ,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t ’ s M e .
i
you people who live in God’® Country
the soil.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
where petty annoyances and frivolous'
“ Plain, patient work fulfilled that
A shooting match was held in the distractions such a® we have in and
length of life;
Duty, not glory, service, not a throne, Winship district Tuesday of t.his"week. ah cut The Hub., are not common and
Inspired his efforts, s e t'fo r ..him the The captains were Truman Fairbanks where more genuine happiness and
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S ®*,d
and Gerald Luce and there were seven wholesome good times are to be had
strife.”
Bald Mountain Camps are sitnated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselooktn.e- 5g
Under his supervision, the home men on each side as follows: Fah- (if you only realized it) than many
runttcLake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto L
place, which he bought whena young banks’ side, A. B. Toothaker, Willis people experience even in the city.’’ .
road to camps—Telephone oonnections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free ciraular.
^
AMOS E L L IS . Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain Maine
& man, has become one of the Lest farms Hoar, Dana Noyes, Frank Cole, Wes
Trusting that you will have contin
’’
$
in town, and he has been the owner of ton Parker and Clarence Noyes.
ued success with your interesting and
Luce’s side, William Luce, George
many fine horses and cattle.y^He has
valued publication, and with kind re
usually been one of the largest exhibit Roberts, Indice Harnden, Fred Fair membrances to friends in Phillip® and
ors at the North Franklin Agricultural bulks, Charles Pinkham and Pear! vicinity, I remain, with, best wishes,
Cushman.
show and fair.
_
Harris M. Doibeare.
All day Tuesday the woods responded
In addition to the interest which ev
ery true man has for his business, Mr. to the echo of guns and as the shades
Dill’s love for bis home was exception c f night came on the weary hunters
ally strong. There the waving trees were seen wending their way to the
of the hillside, the songs of the birds home of Mr. Fairbanks, where the
and the ripplii g waters of the., brook count was to be made. It was quite a
made music that only lovers of nature collection when it was all laid out.
The different animals counted as fol
like
him can appreciate.
Farmington, Dec. 1, 1915.
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
lows:
Bear, 1,000 points; deer, 500;
Among his friends he was cheery and
To the voters of the County of Frank
wd nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
fox,
200;
hawk,
100:
owl,
75;
rabbit
genial with a keen sense of humor.
fin:
To the guest at his door, the kindly and hedgehog, 50; all small game 25
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very
I shall be a candidate for State
glance from his merry, dark eyes each.
abundant.
The biggest score turned in was by Senator on the Republican ticket at
would seem as sure a welcome as the
Gerald Lute and was 725 points; the j the primaries next June.
i spoken word of hearty greeting.
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
W. L. Butler.
On August 28, 1870, Mr. Dill was next two were Will Luce and Weston
Write the S a n d y R iv e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for ; united in marriage with Miss Mary N. Parker, 450 eacfc; A. B. Toothaker
S U B S C R IB E
N O W FOR
M A IN E
j Badger, Phillips. The term “ united, ” in ca ne third with 425 points.
booklet with map.
WOODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
(Continued on page 8.)
! its full meaning, can truthfully be used

ORGANIZATION
OF NEW COMPANY

PEOPLE’S SERVICE

EULOGY FOR
AN OLD FRIEND

THOMAS IS
AT HOSPITAL

M o u n t a in V i e w

H ou se J

Ed. G r a n t’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

A SHOOTING
MATCH PULLED OFF

R angeiey L a k e s a n d D ead R iver
R egion

AS A HUNTING RESORT

^ N. BEAL, General Manager,

Phillips, Maine

BUTLER TO BE
A CANDIDATE

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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2,

1915.

attached to her human friend
INDIANA HUNTERS much
that she refuses to return to the
and may be seen bopping aCOME TO MAINE woods
long behind Lon when he is going a-

weeks, hut the game wlidch has couie
from the woods is larger and the
number of big bucks wiluedi have been
sent through the inspection station
- M
a
r
l i n
here this year is something which
has attracted the attention of the j
Albion, Ind., Nov. 24, 1915.
R epeating Rifle
.25 Rim Fire—
wardens and everybody who has hod ! j Q the Editor of Maine Woods:
j .25 Rim-Fire, eight shots, 24-inch
for all game smaller than "
deer. Uses c a r t r id g e s of sur
a chance to see. them.. Not for many
were up in Maine limiting this
4 round barrel, $ 14.60; octagon
prising accuracy up to 200 yards;
>d barrel, $16.50.
years have so many big bufck deer fall and we had the time of our lives.
powerful and reliable; and cheap because
rim-fire. .2 5 -2 0 and .3 2 -2 0 use regular
>S^ .25-20 or .32-20,
passed through here.
For once we got four deer and some
and high velocity cartridges. Powerful enough
seven shots, opfor deer; excellent for target work, foxes, geese,
The wardens admit that the re birdis.
tagon barwoodchucks, etc.; safe for settled districts.
quirement® of the law are being met
*1 only,
Mooisehead is a great place
for
KX3
You will like the quick, smooth-working "pump-action;” the
by most of the hunters at the pres deer.
wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern solid-top
and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety and
ent time.
Every; ne seems to under
Thomas M. Ott.
convenience. It has take-down construction and Ivory Bead front sight;
these cost extra on other rifles. Get our catalog—select the right gun!
stand what is expected of ham and
sT
w
J
Z
e
M
l
G>., endeavors to comply with the piroviis
ions of the law.
MarHnnfles and shot- 3 3 W i „ o w S tr e e t , N e w H a v e n , C o n n .
The number of deer killed during
X X x-.
_____________ ______________
■
—
the open season, last week in Massa
chusetts was 928 according to the
figures compiled and made
public
Monday, by the fish and game com
Harry Varney of Hallow ell, while o
mission at Boston.
The number of a hunting trip in the vicinity of .Jini deer killed last year was 1,312.
my pond, located a deer crossing the

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

UNUSUAL GAME
STATE HOME
PROSECUTION
FOR FISH

Twenty-four deer and one bear wood road.
The deer stopped and
were brought into Dexter Monday by looked at Varney who let drive with
Curator James Proposes to Exhibit
Dexter hunters who had been in the one barrel of his shotgun. It happen
wilds of Piscataquis county for two ed that the gun was loaded in one
Every Fish in Maine Waters.
week®.
Henry Ronco, Gideon Ron barrel with. No. 6 shot, while the
co, Thomas Clukey, Samuel CluJkey, other contained a bullet. Varney pull
The State Home for Fish, is at last'
Charles Ronco, Orman Ronco, Harry ed the wrong trigger and the deer
ready for occupancy and several fam
Clukey and Bittner C'lukey returned sped, on his way unharmed.
ilies will move in at once.
Curator
from the old Ronco homestead at
Thomas A. James has members of
Spencer bay, Moo&ehead lake, bring
Herbert Hopkins, who lives on the
the pickerel, perch, eel, and bass
ing 12 handsome de er.
Two other Meadow Hill road, Hallow ell, went
families in a oa.r in the Kennebec
deer were eaten in camp.
Arthur into bis pasture a night or two ago
waters all ready to preempt the new
Trefethen, Charles Sawtelle, Wjnfield to drive up bis cows, when he saw
quartern. The new aquarium contains n A l f l f I f , n i A . . r r .
Frost, Alton Puffer, Edwin Puffer an a large wild cat.
The beast did not
eight tanks; in other words the State j
Willis Nichols returned from
the seem afraid and Mr. Hopkins ap
Home for Fish is on eight-apartment
Beech Tree camps at Shirley bring- proached to within a short distance
structure.
By introducing suckers,
I ing 12 liandsome deer. Two others of it. Mr. Hopkins had no weapon,
eels, hornpouts and perhaps others
saw three bears. They report eight save a las1’ whip, and after looking
into the same
apartment, Curator
inches of sncw in that region until the animal over ' and making
sure
James proposes to exhibit every fish
Hon. Frank E. Mace is leaving the Sunday, when it nearly all disappear that it was really a wild cat, he let
that inhabits the inland waters of State for a ■visit in the west. He will ed owring to rain and warmer weath
it proceed on its way.
Maine.
The aquarium is a beauti- visit forestry departments in Miolii- er.
fui structure and from now on IriB M gan, Minnesota and
Wisconsin to
J.
E. Pahiquin of Westbrook, while Officer James L. Fahey of the Ban
one of the most interesting thongs in study the methods of these States
out hunting Monday along the Pre gor police department has returned
the State House.
and especially in relation to their
sum,pseot river near South Windham, from his annua] vacation in Squa
publicity campaigns designed to aid
tripped and fefll, his gun being dis Pan, bringing back a fine buck; He
in forest conservation.
These three
charged and one of bis fingers being reports that there is plenty of game
states are far advanced in forestry
in that section of Aroostook county
blown off at the second joint.
methods and Commissioner Mace,
and also moose of which he saw sev
Wardens
Perkins
and
Bowden,
on
Maine’s Land Agent and Forest Com
eral.
missioner, expects to gain much In duty at the Union station, say that
The commissioners of inland fish formation of value to the Maine For not in many years have 60 many
Several of the gunners have been
eries and game have issued a proc estry District during his conferences big bucks arrived in this city as dur ou* after coons of late. In the old
ing the last fortnight.
They have
lamation opening to beaver trappers with, officials.
i included some of the finest bjg game days when hardwood timber was a
that portion of Michael stream which,
bundant it was the eusitom to chop
is in the town of Solon, Somerset G A M E S H I P M E N T S T H R O U G H B A N ° n Uie Nortjh’ Amierfcan
continent, down a tree in which the coon was
GOR S H O W I N C R E A S E .
I j muc'h eXceedl'ng tlllOSe of the last few
county.
The section will be open
________
j Years.
A possible explanation of lodged and enjoy for a few moments
lor trapping of beavers from Dec.. 6,
the cruel sport of watching by lant
1915, to Jan. 6, 1916. Several other
Bangcr, Me., Nov. 25.—Not only this is that the hunters may b,e locik- ern 1 ih.t while a pack of dags tore
ing
for
the
larger
bucks
now
that
sections have been previously open are the game receipts showing an
their victim to shreds.
The scarci
they are denied the moose.
ed.
unusual increase during the past two
ty of hard wood timber, combined with
Warden S. L. Worcester of Manil
las has reported to the Commissioners
of inland fisheries and game a fine
for an offense not often committed
O’- at least seldom discovered. The
offender was Charles Fish of Jo-neS1boro; lie paid a fine of $10 far set
ting a trap on a muskrat house. The
law requires that traps be set at a
given distance frcm the homes of
these little furbeairdng animals.

COMMISSIONER
MACE ON TRIP

OPEN ANOTHER
BEAVER STREAM

|

$3,000

|

spot cash takes it.

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
PH ILLIPS,

M A IN E

Game Warden Giberson of Wade Plan ' on£ 1,11 succession.
tation had be m shot while in the per
-----------! Ifonuance of his duty. Sheriff Rryscn j FoUr Boston men evidently
eon| j ' ad received no news of such, a fatal- i s’der the immediate vicinity of Baai! i .y but upon hearing the rumor iimmed gor iu,st as goad hunt ing territory ps
lately called one of the deputies w h o' fan be found in bhe northern
part
lives near Wade and upon investiga- j
Fie state a.nd it seems that their
tion it was found that there was n o ; ,3('bet
justified by the facts of
truth, in the rumor.
How the story i fh<? c,aseTbey went hunting a few
started no one knows but for a time miles out o f the city, near Push aw,
citizens were much depresised and it and each returned to the Huh Manh |was earnestly hoped that another day afternoon with a deer.

jiimiiimimiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiimiiiimiiiimmiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiib |

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a in e W o o d s (outing edition.)

N am e...... ................................................................................. ..........................
Address................................................................................................................
State

The Bay Point gunners won the
side hunt over the Fhiippsburg hunters Thanksgiving day by more than
1,000 points.
It was a great beat
under Captain Herman Spinney, with
Captain Arthur Stevens commanding
the Ph Lp'psburg boys. There were
24 men on a aide, and the game wae
a beautiful sight, including many par
tridges, a fox, a mink and other bird
and animals.
At the Hunt Masquer
ade ball in the Bay Point Casino in
the evening there was lobster stew
and plain lobster with pork and
beans for those net coring for the
shell fish.
Out at Delewiare, Keewenaw coun
ty, Michigan, Saturday, Joseph Besenong, aged 70 years, is reported to
have shot his first and last deej\
When he found bis kill was a big
buck, he dropped dead beside the
prize.
Besenong had lived in the
copper country three years and bad
never been able to shoot a deer.
This year he declared lie would get
a buck or die trying; he did both. To
the Maine hunter this seems like 51
years of wasted life.
If lie lied
been an Maine he could have pot h«
big buck 50 years ago and it would
not have been surprise enough to
have kept him from his dinner.

EXCITEMENT
AT HOULTON

A REAL BARGAIN
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

Moose are getting to be quite plen
t" in East Washington and also
quite tame, one coaming from the
woods to S. T. Overlook’s door-yard,
ealmy looking down the outside cel
lar door and walking away as Umcou.
corned as if she belonged there. Al
lan Ripley also saw one cross the
road a few rods from where he was
loading lumber in Rodolplhus Suiteforth'’,s pasture. It is said that the
annuals yard in wlhat is known’ as
Dustin’s cuitdown, only a short dis
tance from South Liberty.

It is said that the game cofmmfesion’s gunning float on Merryraeeting
Bay, Bath, which was missed by
Warden Perkins some two
weeks
j the gaining values of coon flesh and ago, cannot be repaired, owing to its
jfur, have caused a change of tatties construction and the bole in the
The boat was sunk after be|ir conducting ocon hunts. It is sel i shell.
It whs lately discov
dom that more than two , dogs are |ing smashed.
As the
l taken along now.
The most desir- ered by Warden Perkins.
is
the
property
cf the
_______
j able specimens are the large and float
Considerable excitement was cause weighty old coons, which are too old Istate the perpetrators of the misat Houlton Monday afternoon when a ! 10 take to the trees, but which turn |chief are liable to be severely punrumor started to the effect that and fi®ht the dogs as they come a- j isllied if captured.

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitM
|,m„|

|
|

bout his daily duties.
She doee
not seek the society of the hens or
other farm animals, but is quite tame
with all members of the family, but
shows a special! preference for Lon.

..................................................................................................................

h,ad not been, committed.

NON-RESIDENT
LAW VIOLATION
Warden E. H. Lowell of Rangeiey
has reported to the commissioners of
inland fisheries and game the prose
cution cf T. R. Maitheson for violatio
of the ncn-res>:den.t hunters license
law
The defendant is a resident of
Connecticut. The case was tried be
fore Trial Justice Cony M. Hoyt at
Phillips, Nov. 9, and a fine of $40
and castes of $17.20 imposed.

James Ghiilcott and Ted Chilcatt,
who have been having a hunting
party at tbeir cottage, Phil’dips lake,
have returned to the city.
Cne of
ti e party shot a deer near the lake
Saturday.
Vaughn Hooper c f the Hooper
sporting camps at Phillips lake, suc
ceeded in getting a deer.
Loai Mumsay of West Dan forth
caught a young partridge alive and
brought it home.
After keeping it
a short time ,he offered it . lib
erty.
Much
to "his
surprise,
little Miss Partridge had become so

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
women
going to
Boston to w o r k er etwty,
a n y lady goi ng t » Boston tor
pleasure or on a shopping
trip w i t h o u t male escort
And the

F rank lin Square
H ouse
a de lightful place to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In the hear t of
Boston ex clu sively for w o 
men. 630 rooms, esfe, c o m 
fortable co n ve n ie n t of access
prices reasonable.
F or per
tlculars and prices addres*

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt, 11 E. Newton St., Roston, Mass

C. H. Russell of Augusta, who hBd
been on a bunting trip up near Shir
ley Mills in Piscataquis county, re
turned home Saturday morning and
brought with ham a buck and a doe.

THE CABIN B 0 4 T PRIMER
•FlIIS is a very in-*- teresting and in
structive book on mak T H E
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
of the various streams
one can trip on with a
cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin BoatTrip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin BoaF- Equipment
Furnishings and furniture. Odds and Ends of
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear. -Things to Eat. Cabin
Boat Expenses. Cabin Boating Waters, Mapsaw
Landing Lists. Floating;. Floating at Night andin
Fogs. Going Up Stream, Weather, Making I',-'1
and Some Rope Hints, Land ngs. Troubles. Car*
of the Boat, Ways of M -king Money. On
Note*. Land Hints. Photographing. Game U®
Hunting, Traps nnd Trapping. Fish urd Finhinf
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe. A Cab®
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound. 51.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine

TAXIDERMISTS
0. w. pinna,
TAXIDERMIST

Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing TafH*.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGfeLEY.
MAIN!

‘ \Moninou1h Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenrtu
Known the world ov*>r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalog11*1 ^rte’

M. L. (3ETCHFIX CO., ,

Monmouth.

-

Mato*

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

DECEMBER

2» 1915.

S

er seen this Pish until May, 1879, virtue of Chapter 32, Revised Stat
Expense and Income.
when Captain Kirby, of the fishing utes, Sec., 39, as amended by Chap.
schooner William V. Hutchins, whale 222, Public Law®, 1915, are as fol
“ The ratio to expense to income
fishing near the
hiundretd-fathom, lows:
must be considered with care. One
curve, southi of Nantucket, eaugM sev
cannot pay the exorbitant price® ani
eral thousand pounds of a “ strung
mals for stocking purpose® sometime®
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
and handsomely collared fislh.”
He
bring and exipect to raise fur at a
sent a specimen to the United States
Neither can one expect to
Town of Montiicello, from Dec. 1, profit.
Fish Comiinlission, where it was found 1915, to Dec. 31, 1915.
raise furs of a fine quality from in
to be new and was described and
But given a normal
Town of Oakfieki, from, Nov. 15, ferior stock.
named lopholatiiu® chamueleoftticeps. 11916, to Feib. 29, 1916
market for breeding stock and Pelts,
This name, whiicih means the crested
Caswell Plantation, from Dec. 1, a favorable location, with lots of
tilus with a head like a chameleon, 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916.
love for animals, and an ordinary de
Then it is bound to be fresh — to smoke cool and may be used, after a little practice,
gree of prudence, one may engage in
sweet— because the natural m oisture hasn’t a chance to with' more or less facility by men of
black or silver fox farming With a
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
escape. T h a t’s the reason experienced sm okers stick to science, but for everyday use some
good prospect of satisfactory return®,
Town of Kingfield, from Nov. 1, provided, of course, a high price for
the good old Sickle plug— slice off a fresh pipeful as they th,Lng shorter was needed, so the depelts is sustained.
need it— and get all the original flavor, and fragrance seriber exercised the Adamite priv 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916.
ilege of a discoverer and perpetrat
“ Values of animals and pelts were
Town
of
Salem,
from
Nov.
1,
1915,
that have been pressed in the plug, and kept there by the
ing a pun on the fourth syllable of to Feb. 29, 1916.
very high a few years ago, when the
natural leaf wrapper.
the first name, called it “ tile’’ fish.
Town of Madrid, from Nov. 1, 1915, industry' was being launched, hut
are now on a much Lower basis.
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their The fact that the fish was new was to Feb. 29, 1916.
interesting,
but
wihat
excited
most
Those who contemplate going actively
Township
1,
Range
2,
W.
B.
K.
tobacco already cut up— but they know it would also be dried up,
attention was that it existed in enor P. known as Redington
Township, into the business or investing their
would bum fast and bite their tongues.
mous numbers within a short distance from Nov. 1, 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916.
money in corporations or companies
You’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’l
of the coast and that its edible qual
Township 3, Range 2, B. K. P. W. organized for fox farming should in
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. You.* ities were of a high order.
K R., known as Jerusalem Township vestigate tho.rouglily all phases of
dealer sells Sickle.
the business.
Professor Baird, the
commissione from Nov. 1, 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916.
“ The records show that 133 silver
Township 1, Range 5, W. B. K. P.,
cf fisheries, at once appreciated the
economic opportunity afforded by the known as Jim Pond Town, from Dec. fox skins of all grades offered in
1914 at a London auction sale real
discovery, and began investigations 1, 1915, to Dec. 31, 1915.
Town of Bust is, from Dec. 1, 1915, ized an average value of only $118
tc determine the location, of
the
each,.
fishing grounds, and the feasibility to Dec. 31, 1915.
“ The silver fox is simply a color
East Half of Dallas PI., from Dec.
cf establishing a fishery, but before
phase of th,e common red fox. The
much could be done the tile-fish was 1 1915, to Dec. 31, 1915.
‘silver fox,’ as commonly used by
apparently pr o ’acally extern inated b
furriers, includes the dark phases of
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
a mysterious disturbance along the
the ordinary red fox variously called
e^ee of the coastal slope. The first
Town of Woodville, from Nov. 15. silver, silver gray, silver black, or
news of this disaster came in Marc?!,
black, and is not to be confused with
1882, when the master of a vessel 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916.
the gray, or tree fox, the fur of
reported that he had sailed sixty-nin
which is of comparatively little value.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
miles through a mass of dead and
j dying fislh floating at the surface.
miles from camp.
Then the hunters!
Highland. Plantation, from Nov. 1.
How to Get “ Silvers.”
His first statement was that they
were confronted with the question o f .
|covered a distance of fifteen miies, 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916.
how they could manage to get the
Also the following towns, planta
“The red, the typical cross fox,
explaining later he feared to put
bear to camp.
It was then nearly
his reputation for voracity in jeopar- tions and township® during the monti the silver, and the black fox all in
dark and so they left the carcass
terbreed, and when one occurs oc
1dy if lie stated the whole truth. of December, 1915:
where it fell and returned to camp |
Town of Embden.
casional examples *of the others may
Other
vessels
in
March
and
April
of
Frank Knight, Lewiston and C. C. f make preparations to get the bear
Plantation of Lexington.
be expected.
This fact can be used
the same year reported similar ex
the following morning.
Town of Concord.
to develop silvers by cross mating,
Penley, Mechanic Falls Re
periences, and from the various ac
When they set about the task of counts it was estimated that the dea
Flagstafff P la ntat ion.
and selective breeding is. important
turn from Hunting Trip.
dragging the carcass to camp t,he fish covered an area of 170 miles
to produce silver progeny. Breeding
Dead River Plantation.
next day, they found it necessary to j klJ1,g md tWenty-five miles wide, and
Township 4, Range 5, B. K. P. to produce less nervous animals, as
In doing that upwards of 1,400,000,000 tile-fish W. K. R.
well as to produce fine pelt®, must
Frank Knight of Lewiston and C. take it over a high cliff.
this
Mr.
Penley
lost
his
balance had perished-.
Township 3, Range 4, B. W. K. P. be considered,
C. Penley of Mechanic Fall® returnW. K. R.
e’ Wednesday from a successful and fell a distance of about 30 fee-t
“ The most valuable skins are those
Township 2, Range 3, B. K. P. in which the entire pelage is dark
bunting trip near Moosehead Lake. striking on his head, and shoulders.
W. K. R., known as Carrying Place at the base and overlaid with gray
Thqv had several etx.c1.ting exper He was badly hurt and remained anTown.
iences and brought home five deer conscious for more than two hours
ish white.
Tlie black skins1 recent
Township 3, Range 7, B. K. P. ly have fallen below silver® because
and a large bear.
One of the deer and was delirious at intervals for a
W K. R., known as Parlin
Pond furriers find they can dye red skins
was shot by Mrs. Penley who was number of days.
Town.
As there was much uncertainty as
called into camp by an accident to
black.
Silver foxes can be raised
to the outcome of his injuries, Mrs.
Township 2, Range 6, B. K. P. W. whenever the red foxes Jive In the wild
her husband.
We recently visited the ’ State
Messrs. Knight and Penley were Penley, who is a teacher in the Hatchery situated on Crocked River K. R., known as Johnson Mountain state, but will produce superior fur
only in regions where the fox natur
located at King’s Camp, five and schools at Mechanic Falls, was not :n the town of Raymond, near Seb- and Cold Stream Town.
The West Half of Township 2, ally produce® a superior fur.
one-quarter miles from Indian Pond ified and advised to come to the ago Lake.’ In fact we have been
Range 5, B. K. P. W. K. R., known
there twice within a week.
station in Franklin county and near camp at once.
“Records or the Biological Survey
Mrs. Penley arrived at camp the
The big salmon that comes up froi as Stony Brook Tract.
Mooeelread lake.
They
returned
show that such localities occur only
That part of Township 3, Range north of the southern boundary of
The gate i,s
home Wednesday with their game, afternoon fdllowing the day she re-Jtiie lake interests us.
and hoi®ted nights and the fish come in 5, B. K. P. W. K. R., that lies east the Canadian zone.
and barring an accident to Mr. Pern ceived word of the accident
This boundary
her to the pool, near the hatchery where cf Bis Spencer pond, Little Spencer crosses the State of Maine,
ley, had a fine time. They report was happily surprised to find
New
improved in they are seined and. put into pounds Stream, and easterly and northerly Hampshire, Vermont, Michigan, Wis
having found game of all kinds very husband very much
health.
or bin® to await the process of strip of Big Spencer Stream and Dead consin, Minnesota and South Dakota,
plentiful.
Mrs. Penley had some difficulty in ping the spawn.
There ha® been River, and known as the Spencer and extends
southward along the
The accident to Mr. Peniley happen
reaching the camp as the only con over a thousand salmon taken thus Tract.
mountains in New York, Pennsylvan
ed in a peculiar way.
He and Mr.
veyance from the Indian Pond stat- far this season.
The sizes range
Provided, however, that it shall he ia, West Virginia and in all the
Knight had been out hunting and
i< n wa® a tote team.
This team from a pound to 16 pounds. Occas unlawful to hunt or trap beaver at States of tiie Rocky Mountain region
late at night about two weeks ago
went onQy a part of the distance and ionally a red spot or trout i,s taken.
ary time on land owned by the es and westward.
started a big bear.
Okl bruin was
she was obliged to walk the rest of
At one seining 525 were taken. tate of the late Michael Piel or on
shot on the spot, three and one-half
“ South of the forested regions of
the way about two miles, unaccom 'They are taken from the pool about, lard of Henry P. McKenney or on
the northern tier of States and west
panied.
Returning she walked the every other day, depending on the land of W. J. Lanigan, or within half
ern Oregon, however, the Canadian
entire distance from the camp to the number coming in.
A larger num a mile of Lake Parlin.
zone although sufficiently cold, is
station a distance of five and one- ber of thiem have been coming up
Tlie attention of trappers is call too dry and sunny for. the production
l.alf miles in just an hour and 45 this fall than usual.
They will prob er! to the fact that it is unlawful un of first class fur.
In the transition
TIME TABLE
minutes.
al ly continue to come up river for der this proclamation to set a trap zone, a region less cold, foxes Ilav
In Effect, September 26, 1915.
During her stay in the woods, Mrs. the next ten days.
within ten feet of a beaver house.
ing a fair quality of fur may be rais
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- Penley secured a fine deer. Mir. Pern
After the spawn ha® been taken,
ed, but the best are obtained only in
injton for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
and BIG S L U M P tN P R IC E
U5P.M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas ly is getting along nicely and it is they are returned to the pond
OF FOX more northern latitudes.
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M. expected that he will soon be
en kept there until the fish stop com
FU R S S IN C E J U L Y , 1914.
«nd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
joying his usual good health,-—Lew ing up river.
Mr. George Libby, the
P.M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at iston Sun.
superintendent tells us if the strip
1100 A. M.
The prices of furs and of breeding
ped salmon were returned to
the
STRONG Passenger Trains leave fo r Farmington
T H E T IL E F IS H .
lake they would immediately
ccmie animals in the fox farming industry
at6.23 V. M. and 1 37 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
P. M.tand for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M.
up the river again, therefore
they have fallen considerably since July
and for Bigelow at 5.50 P .M . Passenger trains
sea of 1914, according to a statement is
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 5.47 G overnm ent Investigating Return of keep them until the spawning
P.M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
this Valuable! Food Fish.
son i® over and then return them to sued by the Department of Agricul
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
The other day the family of Mr.
into
the lake.
Some females produce ture, and the price®, running
andfrom Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm
Charles
Harris had an exciting ad
thousand®
of
dollars,
formerly
paid
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
New England waiters are eontribut- 5,000 eggs or spawn though that is
P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
venture trying to capture a deer. Mr.
for
live
silver
foxes
were
haised,not
I ing a new edible' fish to the market, above the average.
We were told
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmingbureau of fisheries an ordinary tin corn can holds 2,500 on the fur value of the animal®, but Harris saw the buck come out into the
tonatfi.OOA. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at o f wiliiiolt the
field, and rap for the rifle. In the
6.15P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm- tl illk® SO h ig h ly th a t it ha® pubilishe eggs.
About 90 per cent of the on their possibilities a® breeding anijngton at 12.55 P.M. and 6.10 P. M. From Range,
,
reci'PeS telling
meantime the deer went back into
rnials.
ley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
n o I08lS
cl u
r e c i p e s Lwmmn® egg® taken hatch whereas in the wa
MixedTrain leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A. housewives bow to COOk it. Of the provided by nature is only 10 to 13
“ The business of fox breeding will the woods, and Frank Harris' took a
be
on a much- more stable
basis rifle amd\ went out in an attempt to
^gtonar^V^'M M’ 8nd arnves f,om Farm" tragedies which occur in the sea and pe- cent.
With both hunters In
|
th.e
disasters
which
befall
the
lowily
than
at
present
when
the
value
o‘: Lead him off.
Those
visiting
the
hatchery
with
u
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. M.
dwellers therein we know hut little, were, M. W. Sampson, W. O. Need- breeding animals bears an approxi tlie wood® the deer came out and
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4: P. M,
j and the brief but tragic hiistory of 1am, F. R. Seavey, John F. Wood mate relation to the value of their essayed to .pass between tlie house
nnd leaves at 7.80 A. M.
the ti-leflsh, therefore, ha® peculiar man, D. M. French, A. L. Cock, pelt® in the open market,’ ’ say® tlie and the river, which is but a few
SALEM Passenger Train leaves at 1.00 P. M. for
[ interest.
The discovery, the almost (’apt. J. Waldo Nash, J. F. True and statement.
Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
“There }:ias been a yards distant, but Mrs. Harris came
to
kingfield Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow ' c o m p l e t e e x t e r m i n a t i o n , a n d t h e . m p - Frank B. Fogg all of Norway, except recent sharp decline in the prices of out with a dish cloth and tried
&t 9.00 A, M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at
turn
him
back
to
the
hunters.
The
id
re-establishment
of
this
large,
the latter who lives at South Paris bleeding stock.
12.40P.M.
deer bounded on and jumped into a
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M. ; h a n d s o m e , a n d p o t e n t i a l l y
v a lu a b le —Courrier-Gazette.
“The choice of location, of a fox
and for UigeloA’ at 12.00 M.
wire
fence, was caught by the leg,
specie®, is one of the remarkable
farm is of prime importance. The
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves for Farmingfell over on his back with ail four
stories
of
murine
biology.
best furs come from cool moderate
tonat 10 50 A. M and arrives at 7.28 P. M. Arfeet tangled up in the wire.
Mrs.
fhesfrgm Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and 7.28 P. M.
So fa,r a® is known, man had nevly
humid regions.
If a locality fur
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A. M. and 7.35
Harris tried to find an. ax or some
P.M.
nishes native furs of high grade that
thing to dispatch the animal with,
locality i® favorable to the domesticat
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A.
P
A
L
M
E
R
E
N
G
I
N
E
S
A
N
D
but his struggles at last proved ef
Phillips 12 25 P. M. Strong 12.47 P.-M ..
ion o f fur bearers.
The climate of
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
fective and the wire gave way and
L
A
U
N
C
H
E
S
.
'«*ye Farmington at 1.50 P- M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
Th.e list C'f townships in the state th.e Middle and Southern States is away he ran.—East.irn Herald.
5™h*P8, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
Special 2 1-2 IT, P. engine for canoe® which have been opened to beaver not well suited to this industry, as
P. M.
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager, in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER trapping, by licensed hunters and shown by the medium or low prices
Phillips, Maine.
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me. trappers of fur-bearing animals, by commanded by furs from these areas.(.A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E W OODS.

Tobacco Should b e S m o k e d Up
As Soon as it9s Cut Up

3 Ounces

S lic e it a*

vcis use

KILLED BIG BEAR
AND FELL 30 FEET

VISIT RAYMOND
FISH HATCHERY

SANDY RIVER « RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD,

DEER ELUDES
WHOLE FAMILY

LAWS ON
BEAVER TRAPPING
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F E D E R A T E D CHURCH.

AROUND THE

LOCAL STORES

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending Decem
I. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
—
ber 11.
Mr. and Mrs. William B e s t of Port
Delicious hot roils can be obtain
Mrs. Evelyn Howland was called
Sunday, December 5: 10.45—Mourn
Phillips, Maine
ed
at Babdhelder s Bakery every
to Auburn last week by the death of land are receiving the felicitations of ing worship.
Sermon, “ The Glori
.her sister, Mrs. Raymond Tfootbaker. "friends on the birth, of a daughter fied Faete.”
L. B. BRACKETT,
12.10—Sunday school. Tuesday and Thursday night.
Business Manager
Don’t forget the monthly business, |November 29. JVlns. Best's mother, 7.30—People'® service.
Music by
meeting of the Federated . ohtundh. j Mrs. Mabel Hoyt is helping to care Choral Club.
Nice corn beef at George Bean's
Address, “The Wom
0 0 X IN G E D IT IO N
tor her and has been visiting there anliness o f Jesus.’ ’
•home
corned.
Monday
evening,
December
6
,
at
the
panes ............................................. JLOO per year
for the past few weeks.
Parish. House.
Tuesday, Dec. 7: 7.30— Opening sesLOCAL EDITION
Tiiiin glass tumblers at C. M.
The Thanksgiving boxes that the . sii0ul 0li- Farmington Quarterly MeetMrs. N. J. Hacikett has recently
(2 and 1C pafcea •■ .......................*•• St.BO per year
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub- purchased a Haines Brothers piano of King’s Daughters
Hoyt’s, 50 and 65 cents per dozen.
send out every ing.
ueription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
year were surpenviSed by Mrs. Eva
Wednesday, Dec. 8 and Thursday,
Charles W. Norton cf Farmington.
f cents extra.
Tooitjhaker •lias tlh,e nicev canned
The Boston Bull dog owned by Per- Tootihaker, Mrs. C. H. McKenzie and Dec. 9 (forenoon) Quarterly Meeting
goods.
They distribut-! session s.
Sintered as second class mattar. January 21. ley Phillips is very proud
of her Mrs. Everett Kna(pp.
i.q$9t at the postoftice at Phillips, Maine, under
ed 40 boxes to invalids and the shutThursday evening—Prayer meeting, i
family of five puips a few days old.
the A ct of March 3. 1879.
Men’s 8-inclh Leather top snag proof
Miss Bessie Higgins, who is at ins and a bouquet to Mr. Fred Mor Topic: “ The Visit of the Wise Men’’
rubbers
for $2 .00, ait the Sedgeley
ton.
at Far
“ The Flight into Egypt.”
Tne Marne Woods thoroughly covers the entire tending tine Normal school
store.
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- mington was a Thanksgiving
guest
Lew Noble entertained the foldow
air and Outing news, and the Franklin county
of her brother, Dr. E. C. Higgins and ing friends at his home last Friday M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H
ouaity.
C. F. Chandler & Son, are agents
evening in honor of Willard WoodMaine Woods solicits communications and fish wi,fe.
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
fcl the New Home Sewing machine,
end game photographs from its readers.
Mrs. F. M. Richardson is assisting j rnan who is a friend of his at BoiwWhen ordering the address o. your paper C. M. Hoyt in his store some of the doin:
Sunday, December 5.—Morning w o n as eood as theme are in the market,
Misses Marjorie Cutler, Gerbanged, please give the old as wed as new
tiane.
trade Grant, Miriam Brackett, Louise ship, 10.45. Sermon, ‘‘To Whom Shall
d dress.
Handy cake and bread boxes at
Sunday school, 12.
Jun
Miss Edith Morton, who is teach- ! Newcomer, J. Scott Bradkett, Earle WA Go?”
the
Phillips Hardware Co.
Food
Epwonth League, 7.
ing in Springvale passed the Thanks- ■Stratton, Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field, ior League, 3.
T H U R S D A Y , D E C E M B E R 2, 1915.
giving recess with) her parents, Mr. Mrs. J. W. Bracket*.
A most en- Subject, ‘‘A Nameless Prophet Who kept in these will be nice and moist.
ard Mrs. Fred Morton.
joyaible evening was, passed with, au- Kept Fresh God’s Name.”1 Leader,
A. G. Cronklute has serviceable,
DISTRICT NO. 2
Messrs. W. Henry True, Glidden ' ction, music and refreshments.
Agnes Ross.
Gospel service of song
desiirabte and ajocepiable articles at
Parker and Stanley Blladisdell went to j Airs.. Harold Kinney has returned and praise, 7.30.
You can: count on every
Nov. 29.
Thursday, Dec. 9.—Mid week pray his storeDallas on the Sunday train to en- , ff qm a pleasant hunting trip
with
th iue being up-to-date.
They Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Hailey in camp at er meeting, 7.30.
Daniel Harnden and daughter Phyl joy a few days1’ of hunting.
lis were callers at Frank Hamden’s are stopping at William True’s camp. South, Bog where Mr. Haley owns, a
The wardrobe trunk aside front be
W. S. Kedley joined his wife in camp.
last Friday.
The hunting was not very
No Iron Cross fo r Officers.
ing such a convenient and comifbr.
Phillips
to
pass
Thanksgiving
with
Washington,
too,
had
his
iron
Miss Marion. Plummer of Kingfield
good on account of its being so
table traveling arrangement can also
was the guest of her parents, Mr. and Ins parents, Mr. and Mips. M. Sewell noisy but they got one small deer crosses. However, they were Merely
be utilized to very good advantage in
badges,
known
as
badges
of
military
Kelley,
returning
to
Portland
Fri
and saw many others but could not
Mrs. H. B. Plummer a few days re
Notice the one in D. P.
merit, e This decoration was estab the home.
day, where be has a position and will get ve,ry near them
cently.
lished by Washington in 1781, and was Hoyt’s show window.
locate for the present.
Mrs. Kelley
Mrs. Nancy Whitman is visiting
Tlie annual fair of the Ladies’ conferred upon noncommissioned offi
went to Portland Sunday.
Social Union has been
postponed cers and soldiers for three years’ good ] James Ross has purchased the
her brother,, Silas Wing, also her
Miss Amanda Church, was made
from December 7 to December 14, on conduct, or for specially meritorious j barherinig and pool business of Sa®.
nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Bion
happy last week by a visit from the
account of the Quarterly meeting of service They entitled the wearer to
Wing, for a few weeks.
i uel Deposiito and will continue he
pupils of the sub-Prianary department
the Free Baptist church) which, con pass and repass all guards and mili *business on Depot street.
Richard Calden, the 16-year-cld son and their teacher, Mrs. C.
In addit
Nell
tary posts as fully and amply as any
venes in Phillips the 7th. There will
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Calden; shot Parker.
ion lie will carry soft drinks, cigars,
commissioned officer whatever.
They were laden with veg•kis first deer one day last week, aj enables, fruit, jelly, pastry, etc., and be an entertainment in the evening
|cigarettes and tobacco.
in connection with, the fair. The ad
nice fat doe.
a though Miss Church was not at
S T A T E OF MAINE.
ditional committees not already re
Earl and Jra Hamden have done a home to receive them, she said that
Frank &. Haley is agent for the
ported are:
Decorating committee,
good business trapping this, fall, hav-, nothing had ever been more apprecMaxwell
car and lias already done
PUBLI
C
NOTICE
Mrs, C. E. Parker, Mrs. C. F. Chand
ing up to this time eight foxes* two jated by her than this kindness and
quite a business in sales. The Mailer, Mrs. Edward Greenwood;
Ice
Wink, one bear and one skunk. They , thoughtfulness.
Miss Church
has
By virtue of the authority conferred well is a good car and Haley is &
or earn, Mrs. C. F. Chandler, Mrs.
are also pretty sure shot,
having Igone to Boston where she will pass
upon
us by the provisions of Sec. 39, good man to do business with. Have
F. S. Haley; candy and pop corn,
three nice deer skins in their collec- -Ue winter with her sister.
a talk with him before buying your
.
Mrs. J. Blajne Morrison, Mrs. Ever- Chap. 32, R. S. as am. by Chapter
%icn.
car for 1916.
Mirs. Evelyn Howland is caring for (,tt Knapp
222 of the Public Laws of 1915, we,
. ___.1
„
^ _
T ..
Mrs. Ida Davenport, who was a suf Mrs. Delia Toothaker, who has been
having
received
written
complaint
..
„
,
A regular meeting of the Ladies’
, TT •
... , . . .
^ .
ferer last week with pleurisy in her quite ill from the effects of a shock, !
The best lines of toilet articles to
.
i Social Union will be held at the from the owners of the land that
r
A
.
left side, is some better at
this but we are glad to report is improv- I t T
select
freon, large variety of boi
beaver are doing actual, substantial
._________ Parish House next Tuesday
after
ing somewhat
writing.
hereby candy, barrel of ribbon candy, grafnoon. The meeting wilt open at 2 damage to their property,
Miss Lulene A Piililsbury, indus
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Keene and
•o’clock instead of 2.30 as this is the declare an open season on beaver, a noias and records. One large countlittle son, Stanley of Portland are trial secretary at the W. C. A., Lew i last meeting hefere the fair and iher from December 1, 1915 to December j ^ offers suggestions at the st re of
guests, this week of Mr. and Mrs. iston, left Thursday morning for the ! is considerable work to be finished. 31 1915, inclusive
the following iF 1° y d E- Pa**er.
Bosto Industrial conference to be
B'on Wing and family.
j It is hoped that all members will en territory:
Mr. and Mrs. George Haley allfj j hel-d. in that city December 3-4
Woman's Curiosity.
deavor to be present and help to
That pari of Saddleback
stream
Mrs. Helen Searles Marsh of Grant
The worst ot women is that they
son, Otto entertained Thanksgiving
finish the work.
which, lies above the Rangeley Water
day Mir. and Mrs. Elwin McLaughlin street, Portland, made some very
Mrs.. Emma Raymond has purchased [Company’s Dam in Sandy River P’ali are always wanting to see what will
happen if they do certain things. They
and son, Floyd and Mr. and Mrs. dainty hand-painted menu® for the the building known as the Records i tation, Franklin county.
make a man angry just to see what he
Thanksgiving dinner at the Columbia
David Haley.
,
, ,
, store at the upper village and will 1 During the open season
herein looks like when he is angry; and they
Thursday,-and they were much, ad.
, .
.
.
,
Imake many needed repairs on it. provided on the lands above specifi- make men miserable just to see what
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard and
mired.
Phillips friends will remem
and will manage the bakery as bene- Ied, it shall be lawful for any licensed he looks like when he is miserable;
son,, Paul, Mr. and Mrs. V. C. Whit- |
✓
ber the artistic ability of Mrs. Marsh
tofore moving it to her new home. j hunter and trapper of fur bearing an- and they never realize how much gra
»ey and son, Wendell and Mrs. H. j when a teacher in this town.
W. H. Caswell was in Portland cn 1itnals to trap beaver thereon, but no tuitous suffering all this entailk upon
E Walker ate dinner with Mr. and i
Mrs. DeBerna Ross was in Port
a business trip last week and also person shall set a trap for beaver the man.— Fiom “ Concerning Isabel
Mrs. L. B. Field and soai, Charles.
land last week having treatment for
Carnaby,” by Mrs. Fowler.
visited his relatives jn BridgtoU.
within ten feet of a beaver house.
Mrs. Rose Harnden and children,
lie' eyes.
Miss Elana Byron assist
Mrs. E. C. Higgins’
mother and ! Witness our hands this 22nd day of
ZeJda and DeLmgtr and Mrs. Manette
ed in the store during her absence.
aunt, who .have been her guests re- ! November A. D., 1915.
Haggan were dinner guests of Mr.
There will be an Epworth League
turned to Hebron Monday noon.
and Mrs. C. W. Harnden.
Harry B. Austin,
social at the heme of Miss Luette
W.
S.
Toothaker
has
sold
his
house,
Walter I. Neal,
that will
John Wing ate Thanksgiving dinner! Timber lake, Friday evening, Decem
to Silas Blodgett but will remain j
F. E. Mace,
with Mr. and Mrs. C. H, McKenney ber 3.
All are cordially invited to
PLEASE YOU
there until March.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and family.
attend.
i
if done by
and Game, State of Maine.
There were thirteen ate Thanksgiv
Mr. and Mirs. Lucian Warren, who
ing dinner with Mir. and Mrs. B5on have been at Reed’® Mill for some,
Wing.
weeks past have returned home.
Evan S. Hutchins,
A few nights ago a young fellow While there Mr. Warren laid 800
I have opened a fu!ly equipped office
' Ed. F. Perry,
\ * roprierers,
yards
of
concrete
work
for
the
town
in West Phillips, who is
‘‘some’”
in Belfast. Me., including a grinding Auto livery for long or short distances.
hunter, happened to look down in the of Madrid for their bridges.
Croke^lens^” andI,niak^ 1oth©rU«*p^irs
The S. W. Parlin house on School
field, some little distance from the
the same day received.
Alth ugh a anc^Pu^ ** in fihaDP for next season.
Kennedy
Doing
Big
Business
in
street
has
been
purchased
by
Frank
housCu and saw a big spike-horn, deer.
little farther away the mail service is _____ ____________ _______________ He hastened to the telephone to tell Fillsbury and lie is making some re
just about the same as at New Sharon.
Fur Trapping.
All you need to do is to send the broken
A T T r p /'N M /'N T V T T TT
a neighbor’s1 son, of his discovery. So pairs on the same.
lenses or if I have previously fitted you,
x x LJ L v / lYl 1 / 1 )1 I t j
Mrs.
Diantha
Oldham
has
been
with haste over came hi® friend with
I have the record to refer to which will
Kingfield, Nov. 23.—George Kenne insure prompt, accurate and efficient
hi® gun all loaded to lay low Mr. quite ill but is improving slowly. Mrs
,
Deer, who could then, be
plainly A. O. Reed has been caring for h e r dy is guiding in the Caribou Valley the se*viL
ceand C arriage Repairing and
I shall continue my visits to Phillips, j
Pine Tree Club members. He has done
seen by both boys.
Creeping
as a portion of the time.
The deepest sympathy is expressed considerable trapping, having taken six S*n*es,fy and othtr, tc7 naaa°;tenaa P a in tin g done in first-class
near a® possible without frightening
there is a reasonable demand for my
^
.
|
■*
the deer they took good aim and by hosts of friends through tlie long beaver and five bears in Caribou Val services.
Thanking you for past patronage and TTlcinrier Dy
fired.
The deer never stirred from ai.d tedious illness cf Mt . Fred Mor ley and is said to have gotten $100
desiring a continuance of same.
His condition remains about worth of fur in one week.
his position and they blazed away ton.
W. D. Page and Ray Knapp left for
F R A N K F. GRAVES,
•aeadn. wondering if their eyesight the same with the exception of the
or rifles bad gone back on
them. gradual loss of strength. Hi® cour Boston Saturday morning taking with
Graduate Optometrist
They then went to investigate and age and patien.ee are the wonder of them two deer.
BELFAST,
MAINE
MAINE j R A N G E L E Y .
It has been a good week for game.
found to their dismay the spike-horn his family and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Veral Moors of Lee A party of hunters from Auburn who
was just a plow frozen in the ground
Ernest Swain of Farmington and his will come Thursday noon for a visit have been at Moore camp near Shiloh
brother-in-law Mr. Lord will be guests with Mrs. Moors’ brother, A. G. Cron- 1Pond’ came out Thursday with five is reopened under the same management, and the same service
deer: E- C- Smith, buck, weight 100 will be offered the public as before. Meals will be served and a
of C. H. MciKenney a few days this khite and wife.
pounds; E. L. Skillings, two does, 100,
week and enjoy the hunting.
113; B. H. Wallingford, buck 111, doe fine line of pastry, bread, etc. will always be on band.
G.
H. Hqntoon of Rangeley and
We carry a full line of school supplies.
138.
You
cannot
fail
to
find
articles
both
Mrs. Emogene Bath,elder were din
H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h i l l i p s , M e .
Of
local
hunters
Dale
Potter
shipped
ner guests of Mir. and Mrs. Ed Mitch useful and ornamental at
from Bigelow a buck weighing 155 and
ell Sunday.
a doe 140; Forest Pinkham from CarraWe are glad to report that Mrs.
basset two doe weighing I ID and 113.
The Jeweler,
T li
I. L. Haley, who has been quite ill
During the past several days a num
( i
and you have a
\,
the past week is convalescing.
ber of deer have been shot in the vici
((!('
Choice. Line
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin
McLaughlin
nity of Kingfield. Bennett and Foster
and son Floyd were Sunday guests to select from. Mr. Oronkhite is ar stopping with W. H. Hutchins got one
SHORTHAND
BCSINBSS
TBLKGRAPHf
ranging for a large
of Mr. and Mrs. David Haley.
deer; Harold Boynton an 8-point buck;
NO
PAYMENT
IN
ADVANCF
hj®
been the policy o f this instution for thirty y«W>
, .
,
W e r e c o K n i Z f t h e p u r c h a B e r ’BriKhtBioanexHmin*Edwin Ellis a good doe; Arthur Stev
CHRISTM AS
tion or the iroodH, nm! a U‘8t of Iheir quality before raym ent ia required. Do not wait for »
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E business and will have a fine line of ens an 8-point buck, and Cecil Knapp,
more convenient season—it will not come.
W OODS A N D
READ A L L
little son of Harry Knapp, a 270-pound
PORTLAND
BANGOR
ACG0ST4
Holiday Gifts.
deer.
THE LO C AL NEWS.

REPAIR WORK

HUNTERS FINDING
PLENTY OF GAME

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

The Phillips Motor Co.

MITCHELL & CLARK

THE BATCHELDER RESTAURANT

A. G. CRONKHITE’S,

Ml!

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S .

M A IN E ,

DECEMBER

2,

1915.

family were Sunday guests at J. A.
StincMiald’s.
Rev. Mi\ Dunstam of Strong wais a
o-j! le.r in this neighborhood last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joilm Stimcihsfield, Wes
ley Stindliifield and Miiis?s Abbott and
S. W. Bates passed Thanksgiviing ait
SI inch field & Grover’s; Mrs. M-etchiam
and Herbert Madhaim at Solon Mecham’s in East Madrid; Edgar Walker
and Mis.s Philbirkik at Curtis Walk
er’s.

river.
Hi® wife went a few day© be
Miiilton Wing was at home from Landers to dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. John Barselow dined fore he did.
Hebron Academy, the guest of his
with Mr. and Mrs. Ben Spencer.
parents, Mr. and Mins. H. S. Wing.
On« cent a word in advance. No headline or
Mrs. Pearl Dexter of Dead River
lth«r (baidey. Subject* in a. b. c, order
Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Vose of Mad
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Barden were recently visited her cousin, Mrs. Vera
rid were the guests of his mother,' the guests- of Mr. and Mrs. William Sylvester.
|HJR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
Mrs. Selina Vuse.
Foster.
Mrs. Bert Lander and son of Free
lound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
Mrs.
Blanche
Small
had
for
guest©
Harry Boil way and family were at man and Mrs. Lydiia Wyman, of Strat
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ro&s.
Mis® Nellie Greenleaf an d Cloyd lii© father’s Marcus M. HoLway’ b.
ton recently visited the Latter’s sis
Phillips, Me.
Small.
Mrs. Fired Blanchard had her mobile ter, Mrs. George Douglas®.
FOR SAGE—Desirable house lots in
Herman Waterhouse of Poland was er, Mrs. Judkins to dinner.
Will Stubbs and son, Floyd of DixPhillips.
Address Maine Weeds.
the Thanksgiving guest cf Ills sis
Amos Phillips entertained liis broth field is in town for the purpose of
ters, Mrs. R. L. Kimbaill and Miss er, Jesse Phillips of Strong and putting electric lights in town. TheCharlie Watiker is helping Herbert Thelma Waterhouse at the Kingfield
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
sister from Lewiston.
poles are being cut now and he is
pigs and sheats.
B. P. Beal, Phil Medham for a while.
House.
The guests at Riley Durnelll’s were going to build a piece onto the saw
Rev. A. G. Murray was agreeably Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Caldwell
lips, Meof mill for the dynamo.
surprised by the deration of a din St ratten and Mrs. C. B. Gordon,
Valentine Cox shot a fine 9-point
TRAPPERS ATTENTION—Raw furs
ner ' y some of bis i’riendst.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Henderson buck deer recently.
wanted. Get the highest prices wit
J. A. Jackson prepared the food and had to dinner Miss Dorothy- McKeen
Mr. and Mrs. Zilha Davis are at
reliable assortment.
Send for price
the dinner wa© served in Mir®. Mur and Olie Anderson.
King & Bartlett working.
She is
list.
H. Haimowioz, manufacturer,
ray’© room so she could enjoy the
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Boynten's doing the cooking and he is driving
267 Main St., Paterson, N. J.
} repast.
Mr. Pierce’s- team.
Mrs.
Pierce
Many Guests Entertained Round
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Eldiridge eoter- guest© were Mrs. Cilia©. Nye of East came out recently and returned to
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig
tajned Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry, New Portland Harold and Hersell el her home in Farmington.
About Kingfield.
ars are better than most 5
cent
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Perry, also J. Boynton.
Mrs. Dean Henderson, of Kingfield
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
H. Perry and Ghais. Googins of Bos
Carroll Lander
entertained his is visiting Mrs. J. P. Sylvester.
50 cigars and. be convinced.
J. H.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ton.
Dr. Maurice Brackett and brother
mother, Mrs. Lander and aunt, Mrs.
Harmon, 195 South Mulberry street,
Kingfiald, November 29.—Thanks
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vose had thei Horatio Longfellow of Athens.
are visiting their sister, Mrs. Mar
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
giving festivities at Kingfield com family to dinner, Mr. and Mrs. L. V.
A. N. Will jam s passed the day at sh all Myers at Flagstaff.
menced Wednesday evening with a Gordon and son, Miss Ada Vose and his home in New Vineyard.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Taylor and
RAW FURS WANTED—Highest mar ball at French hall .which was large
Lucille Vose.
The guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al Mr. and Mrs. Norris Taylor
were
ket prices paid for raw furs of all ly attended by the people of
the
There wa© a large party at Mr. bion P. Knapp were Miss Ruth Pul guests o f Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Taylor
kinds.
Special prices
paid for town as well as by several out of and Mrs. Harold Foster’s.
They len, Mrs. Francis
MSltcheH and Thanksgiving.
heavy furred foxes and dark colored town.
Fifty couple or more danced. were Mrs. Foster’s parents, Mr. and daughter, Ruth of Lowell, Mass., and
Vernon Leavitt wa© home from
coons. Send far price liist
and Music was furnished by Peerless or Mrs. C'leff Maxwell and son Ervin, Chas. McLoon.
Stratton for Thanksgiving.
tags.
Carrol E. Fisiher, Pembroke, chestra. - Sandwiches
andi coffee an uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Day, Me Ivina
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Watson went
Maine.
were served at intermission by the Bernie Plummer and three children, to New Portland and dined with her Day and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dyer
High school pupils.
Dancing con Harold and Linwood Hutchins and sister and family Mr. and Mrs. W. and daughter, Esther all
spent
FOR SALE—Two six horse
low er tinued until 4 o ’clock.
Dorothy Swett all of Weld, Mr. and L Whitten.
Thanksgiving at Charles Ridker’s at
gasoline engines at a bargain. Handy
In good season Thursday morning Mrs. Clyde Collins of Wilton.
A. C. Woodard and family spent Flagstaff.
steers, all sizes.
Beef by the side
the ‘‘shooting match” was on, and
Mrs. Alice Myers was with, heir Thanksgiving with hi© sister, Mrs.
The Eusti© Sunday school gave a
or quarter. A. R. Sedgeley, Strong.
many of the men and boys of the sister, Mrs. A. E. Savage.
box social Saturday night, November
Clias. Sweatt of New Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. O. I. Lander enter
Mr. and Mrs. Gha®.
Chamberlain 27, for the benefit of their superin
WANTED—By man and wife, chance town availed themselves of the op
to cook and work around hotels or portunity to show their skill in mark tained Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Sprague, entertained Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Cart- tendent Mr. Buchanan 1as hie was go>The match lasted during Mr. and Mrs. Bradford G(i!more.
p away to college.
The proceed©'
land.
camp or will go anywhere as care manshiip.
The first
There was a good
Mrs. Hattie Wilber had for guests
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davi© were were $29.65.
takers for same. Mrs. S. B. Heather, the hours of daylight.
prize was a gold watch and was won Mrs Berthia Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hutch crowd there and all had a good time.
41 Brown St., Portland, Maine.
by R. A. Huse with 22 points. The' Percy Wiliber, Mr. and Mrs. L. N. ins.
second prize was won by E.
S. Wyman, Mrs. Emma Wyman, Mr. and At the Kingfield
Unsteady Price of T in.
House tables
The price of tin fluctuates very rap
Lar.rabee with 20 points, and was a Mrs. Glenn Taylor, Claude MdMult- were set the full! length of the dinidly and widely.
flash light.
len.
ire room to which were seated a
Thanksgiving day was; one of the
At Arthur Steven©’ there-were Dan- jolly crowd of fourteen, mostly their
Assassins a Vicious T ribe.
finest of the season as far as weath tield Huff of Strong, Sybil Landers regular guests.
The Assassins, or Assassinians, a
er was concerned and ail of the aur and Ralph Eaton.
band of fanatical Mohammedans, came
Saw a Fine Moose But Didn’t tomobjles of the town were out con Miss Hazel Weymouth was at home Get Your Butter Paper Printed A t into Persia and settled there about
veying
the
dinner
guests,
of
which
from Strong with heir mother, Mrs. The Maine Woods.
1090. They also possessed themselves
Shoot.
tliere were many. Among the Thanks-i Lizzie Weymouth
of a large tract of land in Syria. They
EUSTIS
trained up the young to assassinate
giving parties who assembled to do
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mitchell enter
(Special to M aine W oods.)
persons designated by their chief.
justice to a sumptuous dinner were: tained Mr, and Mrs. M. L. Mitchell
Rockland, Me., Nov. 23.—Benja
From them came the word assassin.
The McKenney family at Mr. and of Cairra basset and also their son,
Nov.
29.
min W. Robinson, engineer of Maine
After making way with quite a num
Mrs. J. M. Dolbier’s. Those present Berne and friend, Joe E. Tracey froa
Chris Boyle ha® finished clerking ber of rulers they were run out of
Central Steamer Norumbega, ha© re
were Mr. and Mrs. Wiseman McKen Hebron Academy.
at.
The Sargent ard has gone down Persia and Svria.
turned to his home in Rockland from,
ney and son Errol, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Augusta Parker and Samuel
a two weeks’ hunting trip at Lilly
Chas. McKenney
and
family
of Norton were the; greats of Mr. and
Bay, Moosehead I^ke, bringing with
North Anson, H. R. McKenney, Mr. Mrs. L. A. Norton.
him two fine deer (which he claims
and Mrs. Joshua Jackson, Mir. and
Alilie Withiem and family had to
ihc shot himself.)
Mrs. Ralph Nichols and family, Mr. j dinner Herbert Witham and family,
Mr. Robinson in his day could lead
and Mrs. J. L. Carville, Mir. and Mrs.: Harold Safford and family dined
tie best of them but is getting a- !
Alfred Moore and family and Clyde with his parent®, Mr. and Mrs. W.
long in years now and don’t claim !
CarviilLe.
S. Safford.
to be a good shot, but lots of the j
Mrs. B. T. Stanley, W. S. Stan
Mrs. Newell Batcheider and Mr.
younger fellows have to
take
a
ley, Miiisse© Agnes and Appjiaa Stan- and Airs. L. L. Durnell passed the
‘‘back seat” to-day.
j ley were the guests of A. J. Hunne- day with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hutch
While in the woods he came ai well and family.
ins.
cross a moose that
looked quite
Mr* and Mrs. Clyde Simmons spent
Mr. and Mrs. P. Butts had to dintempting, but “ Ben” isn’t a fellow
the day with Mrs. Simmons’ parents, ; ner their daughter, Mrs. Kate Porter
that would break the game laws, so
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Pinkliam who ha and family. Airs. Nellie Butts of WilConducts a first class job printing department
took hi© address and said he would
(T: also all of the members of their fam-j ton,
and Mr. and Mrs.
Gee.French
call again in 1919 if there is
an
Ii.iy, Mr. and Mr®. Clyde- Burrell cf ! and son.
open season on moose and you can
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
Strong, their three sons, and Esther
Rev. G. H. Taylor and family pass
generous
bet we will all get
Savage.
ed their Than :©giving in New Port
slice of moose meat.
Mr. and Airs. F. B. Hutchins en- land the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al.
! tertaiined Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Winter L. Strick land.
[and family, Mr®. Lucinda Winter, E.
Air. and Mrs. Will Cummings and
EAST PHILLIPS
C. Williamson and family.
daughter, Florence were the- guests
Miss Ann ah Fairnum, was the din of Herbert Wood and family.
Nov. 30
ner gues-t of Mir. and Mrs. F. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Williams din,ed
Floyd Mitchell, who has been heme: pr0,&t
with E. S. Latrraibee and daughter,
on account of having injuned biite leg
H. G. Winter and family, Mr. and Mrs. Austin.
has returned to ha© work at King- Mrs. Sumneir Winter dined with Mr.
Chester Atvvcod had to dinner hi©
field.
and Mrs. E. E. Jenkins.
parent©, Mr. 'and Mrs. M. G. AtCharles Webber ha© hired out with
Air. arid Airs. M. D. P. Thompson wood of New Portland,
Chas. Hutclhims for the winter.
had for guests Mr. and Mirs. Eauiand
R . D. Vose atnd family were at hd©
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Dunham and Winter, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Brad- son’s, C. R. Va&e’s.
bury.
Mr. and Mms. S. J. Wyman enter
Mrs. F. O. Merchant had a® guests tained Mr. and Mrs, W. D. French.
fcir the day Mine. Ellen Pullen, Mrs.
Miss Ella Miaxcy and Miss- Ada
Lucretia French, Mis© Alice Vose.
Smith were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. L. P. Hosileiy.
Mrs. O. C. Dolbiieir had hier son,
FOR
M A P S OF M A IN E
Merle Furfter and sister, Mir®. O. I.
"g u n s a n d

CLASSIFIED

THANKSGIVING
FESTIVITIES

ROBINSON GETS
TW O FINE DEER

MAINE WOODS

W h y not let us h elp
you with your
advertising?

FISH-RODS

William F. N ye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N Y O IL
is the best oil he has ever made.
N Y O IL
HAS N O E Q U A L .
Beware of scented mixture® called
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil js needed. It pre
vents rust and give© perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sponing ge<xte dealers sell it in large
bottle* (Cheaper to buy) at 25 g. and
in trial sixes at 10 c. Made bv

WM

F. NYE,

Mlsw B edford, Mass.

RESORTS A N D

ROADS

W e design and print Books, L ea flets Folders,

THE PLEASURE

Maine Wcods has frequent inquiries
or maos of the fishing regions of the
d ate, etc. We can furnish the follow
Of an Occasional Trip to
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
■Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50 Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
^if cataquis County
.50
\roostook County
.50
Washington County
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 Is the Hotel' Decided Upon as a
Geological map of Maine
Home During- Your Stay.
R. R. map of Maine
.3? Positively the Only First-Class Modern
Androscoggin County
.35 House In 'the City, With All Conven
Cumberland County
.35 iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Hancock County
.50 Water and Local and Long Distance
Kennebec County
.36 Telephone in All Rooms.
<nox County
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.36 Just a step from Monument Square
Penobscot County
.5o Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
__Take the "Jitn ey ” or Munjoy Hill car f.ona
Valdo County
.35
35 Union Station.
York County

PORTLAND

e tc ., and would be pleased

to furnish samples,

dum m ies and prices on request.

NEW CHASE HOUSE

W

BRACKETT

TiilHps

-

C O .,
Maine.

European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY

H. E. THUROTON.
R. P. BUfM ELETN.
Provr-ietoiw.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

M AINE

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

five pieople, whose combined
age
LETTER FROM
wa© 405 years.
Perhaps it may interest Maine
THE WEST people
to hear some fish and game

M A I N E , D E C E M B E R 2, 1915.

BOOKS

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

stories told here.
HUNTING DOGS
In conversation with, a man here
T h e following books are endorsed
Not All ‘Fish” Stories Originate (whose word i© never doubted) h©
e s c r i b e s in a
said that another man and himself by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical man
In Maine.
ner, the
training,
went fisihiing one time and their oato pers and sportsmen in North America.
handling, treatment,
loaded one four-hors© team, three twe T h e information they contain is re
breeds,
etc., best
Odin, 111., Nov. 9, 1915.
ll orse team®, besides many other liable, having been gathered from ac
adapted for n i g h t
To the E d itar of Maine Woods:
hunting, as well as
teams.
Some of the fislh were so tual expiences and successful experi
I wisih to send greetings through> large they could not be loaded on a
gun dogs for daylight
©port. This book is
your coltutmins to all my friend® in wagon without a derrick and so were ments of men who are leaders in the
not intended for the
Main©, and, as promised, write a left.
Another man tells of shooting different branches covered by these
field trial dog men,
little more aibioiut this ooumitry.
but is for the real
41 prairie chicken® at one shot with works.
dog men who delight
In this town, Odin, they have one a rifle.
T h ese books should be in the
in chases that are
coal mine, and in Sandoval,
four
By the above one will readily see hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
miles away they have two. The vein that all the “ fish.” stories do not or the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
of coal extends from, one town to iginate in, Maine.
profit.
Part 1— Hunting D ors , Night Hunting.^ The
the other and coversi thousands of
As this article is getting lengthy
Night H unting Dog—Hia Ancestry. Training
the
H unting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
acres.
I leave the oil fields until another
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink. W olf and
Coyote H unting. Training for Squirrels and
FOX TRAPPING
All mines have their sihiaflts close time.
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound, Training
D. W. Tootliaker.
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
beside the railroad tracks in order
BOOK of
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
As will be noted by the date the
to easily load, the coal for shipment.
instructions,
ing and Cate o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
The mine (here ha© a miners’ union, above letter was sent to Maine tells how to trap,]
Peculiarities o f Dogs and Practical Hints. A il
s n a r e , poison
ments o f the Dog. Part 3 —Dog Lore—Still Trail
Woods
somie
weeks
ago,
but
will
be
comprising some 250 mien and the
and shoot. -A r
ers vs Tonguers. Music. The Dog on the Trap
our valuable b o o k
pay roll iis from four to seven thou none the less interesting to
Line. Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
readers now. Mir. Toothaker is home for trappers. If;
sand dollars a month.
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
A day’s output is over 1,0(M> tons. avaiin and thinks he likes Maine bet all the methods,
Collies, House and W atch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt
as given in thisj»*|
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Electric motors draw the coal: in the ter than any state lie visited while had been stud- 8
Terms.
mine to bottom of shaft from 1 to % on the trip.
ied out by one
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.
man and he had
miles, running to eight different sta
begun
trapping
tions.
The coal is loaded on cars
when Columbus
land drawn to these stations
with
FUR FARMING
discovered
mule® some 20 or 25 in number.
America, more
than four hun-*,
Tine car tracks in the mine are
BOOK of
dred years ago L
information
ope rated on the same principle as
,,
he would not be
about fur-bearing
railroads, with, side tracks, switches,
half completed. This book is edited by A.
'
(
j
animals, enclos-S
etc.'
Cars hold from 3,000 to 3,200 Statistics Compiled by the Highway R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra ures, their habits, | ’
tions,
and
about
200
pages,
is
divided
into
£FARMfKC*
pounds of coal and it requires but
care, etc., and is S f
.7/
■<:$■
22 chapters, as follows:
Commission.
th e recognized*]
19 second© to hoist one to the sur
"J
'
General Information; Baits and Scents;
! authority o n /2 /r li
face 714 feet with height of tower
h h - ' ■> Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
\raising-—now in i t
Statistics, among many other thing Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow fourth edition— I t
added (25 feet).
TWo powerful en
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
gines furnish the power and while showing that Maine’s state highway and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison; written from in -f]
formation secur
system
Which
constitutes
five
per
one car is coming up an empty one
'My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods; ed from reliable
is going down as it is a double shaft cent of the total road mileage, will Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old sources, includ
140 cars have been hoisted in one accommodate 73.7 per cent of the Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey ing U. S. Govern
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
hour.
The vein of coal is from siix total population of Maine and 73.2 Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
to seven feet deep and overhead is per cent of the total valuation of the Steel Traps.
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
state,
have
been
compiled
by
the
slate rock.
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 6 0 cents.
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
This is a great apple, peach and Maine State Highway Commission.
lustrations from photographs; \5 chapters
Maine’s state highway system
is
pear country.
The big apple crop
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
as follows:
laid
out
to
serve
the
largest
num
is nearly harvested, although somie
Supply and Demand, Whaf Animals to
farmers have left theirs on the trees, ber of people with the smallest mil
e s c r I- Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
BES the Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
owing to low prices and other work eage. ,
fur-b e a r i n g Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
SCIEMCE
230 mi
pressing.
In the corn belt farmers Portions completed,
animals, their Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
are now ©bucking and cribbing corn. Mileage of all roads in
nature, habits ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
m p p iii
1*5,530
state,
and distribu Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
One peach orchard of ten acres,
t i o n , w i t h Deer Farming.
four years ago., furnished 800 barrel© Mileage of all state
practical
highways,
1,300
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.
No. 1, and 200 barrels, cull© left. One
methods for
could sit on a barrel and pick it State highways constitute
their capture.
Contains 245
five per cent of total road
full without moving.
Land Cruising and Prospecting
pages, size 5
mileage
On my trip to St. Louis a •few
x 7 inches,
SA val uabl e
day© ago IJ passed* through Clinton Number of cities and towns
with 40 illus
book for home
578
trations. The
in state having roads,
and Sinclair counties, which are con
steaders, hunters,
c h a p t e r on
sidered to contain some of
the Number on state highways, 238
prospectors, guides
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
richest farming lands in Illinois. Population of state, 1910
etc.
The writer,
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
census,
742,371
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
Thousand© of acres of winter wheat,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
footprints of the various animals. The au
as far as the eye can reach looking Population in cities and
land surveyor, land
thor is personally acquainted with some of
towns
on
state
highway
green a© June in Maine is a sight t
cruiser and pros
the most expert trappers in North America,
system,
,
547,111
pector, in his intro
behold.
At St. Louis I saw the fam
and has also followed the Indians over their
duction says: “ To
trap lines, and in this way learned many
ous bridge over the Mississippi river Per cent total population on
the men who folthings which to the whit* man are not gen
state highways,
73.7%
said to have cost $7,500,000, the grea
_
low the compass.
erally known.
union station®, the union markets, Total valuation cf
The book contains twenty-four chapters the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
state,
.$498,487,849
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
the National stock yard® in East St.
'['he Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The can tell you all about things after they are
Louis, and many other places of in Valuation of Cities and
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk done (by someone else).” Contains about
towns on state highway
terest.
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The 200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
system,
•
$364,926,521
The work© of the ‘‘Mound Build
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; chapters as follows:
ers’, that history gives as 2,000 Per cent of total valuation
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
oh state highways,
73.2%
years ago, interest everyone that
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs; cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
Miles of state highway built
visits this country.
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
Steel 'Praps.
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
1914 and 1915,
200mi
Seme people here live to a good
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
old age.
In February last there Cost of state highway built
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
in 1914-15,
$1,300,000
was living on one side of a block,
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
Miles of state-aid highway
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
built, 1908-15 inclusive, 1,030
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
BOOK
of
in
Cost to towns and state
structions f o r
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.
approximately,
$5,000,000
trappers about these

CANADIAN WILDS
ELLS about the
IIudsoYi Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of ^
Hunting, Trapping, etc F
Provisions f o r f b e f —
Wilderness, Things to ffjj
Avoid, etc., etc. The ’» ft
author (Martin Hunter) f
was with the Hudson* yt
Bay Company for about b ft)
40 years-—from 1863 to g «
1903 and the informat.ion is given from a
l - ___
most a half century’s
experience. This b<jok contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

D

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader"
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for 1he Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Casa
o f Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping. A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adven ure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.

A

MAINE’S STATE
HIGHWAY SYSTEM

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS
escr
KIBES
:

the
vario
arious makes
’and tells how to . use
them. Also chapters
i , 1on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains,33.) Pages, 5 x 7 in.,
and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual *
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
4jhave long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in»T
structions on wherg and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows; .W-j
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps: Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Tump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Tapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.

D

A

D

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.

CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS
HIS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W oods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis. Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

I

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

A

D on ’ t waste time with or
dinary flour when your gro
cer can give you William
T ell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
today and do som e blue
ribbon baking. Y ou can
win dom estic science prizes
with the g ood things baked
from W i l l i a m T ell, the
flour that goes farther.

SPAULDING
SHOOTS A BEAR
Pond

Freezing

up

and

Duck

Leaving.
(Special to

M aine

W oods.)

Pierce Pond Camps, Nov. 22.—Bus
iness ha© bee n good si nee Augu st
1st.
Plenty of game and quite a
lot of hunter®.
I ©hot a bear this
fall and had a picture of myself and
braiin taken and I have a mind to
send it out to Main© Woods.
It is comlmeneing to look like wint
er here, pond freezing up and ducks
leaving.
I ©ball be up Jackman way during
December and may ©ee or hear some
thing of interest.
Yours traily,
C. A. Spaulding.

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.

W h enever you w rite to one of our
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine Woods.
It is impo/rtant to
you to do so; im portant to us and
Co., the advertiser natu rally w ants to
know w here you found his nafrne.

a n d o t h e r home-!
made traps by A. R.®
Harding. This bookjj
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,]
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on h ow ®
to m a k e “ home-lg
made” traps ever,"f
published. Building*)
deadfalls and con structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, pples, boards,
rocks, etc., are to lie had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; W hereto Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s .Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
I Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SEND n LL
O R D E R S TO

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of instruction, giv
A
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you -wanl to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by
A . R. Harding, con
tains abouj 50 illus
trations and iYfearly
200 pages, and is
d i V i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and 1 Heir Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING

T

HE most practi
cal book on fish
SCIENCE or
ing ever published.
FISHING ; T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W . WHEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the KI ND of tackle
used-for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art"; Rods;
Reels; Flooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
|Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair] ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.
j

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents

MAINE W 0 0 DS,

SPECIAL OFFER

Phillips,
Maine

Any one of the above 60 c books and one year’s
subscription to M A IN E W O O D S, outing edition

$ 1.25

I

M AINE

WOOD8,

T a rg et Tips
H u p fiiig Jielps
I by A lf red EvLa tie

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

D E C E M B E R 2, 191*.

’t.
As a general thing, increasing
the powder charge, providing the loa
of shot remains tlie sarnie, increases
the spread of shot.
The only way
you will be able to obtain a pat tern
six to ten feet wide at 20 yds. will
be to have a special barrel made,
with a very large bell muzzle.
E. M. T.,
1. Does the Savage Hammerless
rifle, after continued use, go off ac
cidentally when, the safety is. not on?
Ans. Not that I know of. No well
made weapon would do this*.
2 . Ilow many rounds of arnmunitlr could be used in a 38-55 Hd-power steel barrel, using the lead bul
let?
Ans. Using the low pressure load,
thousands and thousands of shots
might be fired,—possibly 10,000 or
15,000 without the barrel
showing
any marked failing off in accuracy,
but of course this could only be done
providing the barrel received perfect
care.
3. Where can King’s sem irsmokeless powder be obtained?
Ans. From the factory in Cincin
nati, Ohio.

during 1916 Will bring more gratitude than any otluer present you
could make.
When the evening shade is failin’ at
the endin’ o ’ the day
An’ a feller rests from labor smlokin’
at his pipe o’ clay
There’s nothin’ does ham so much.
good, be fortune up or down
As the little country paper from his
ol’ home town.
II ain’t a thing o ’ beauty ah’ its print
ain’t always clean,
But it straightens out hois temper
When a feller’s feeLfin’ mean,
It takes the wrinkles off his face an’
brushes off the frown,
That little country paper front lide
ol’ home town.
It tells of all the parties an’ the
balls of Pumkin row,
‘Bout Who spent Sunday with his
girl an’ how the crops ’ ll grow;
How it keeps a feller posted, bout
who is up an’ who is down,
That little country paper from his
ol’ heme town.
Now, I like to read the dailies
an’ the story papers, too,
An’ at times the yallej* novels an’
some other trash —don’t you ?
But When I want some readin’ that
will brush away a frown
I want that little paper from my old
hom© town.

er 12, 1914, weighed three pounds apiec© on Thanksgiving Day. At four
to five pounds the birds give up their
regular flights.
“ No special houses are demanded
fo” them, even in winter. A shed is
provided Where they can get grain
and drink, but during the daytime
they sit on the snowbanks with their
feet tucked in their feathers.
“ On the market these birds sell
for twenty to twenty-five cents each
more than the domestic ducks.’’
BAGGING A BEAR.
Doing it, Too, in a Ca|pe Free, Non
chalant Sort of a W ay. ,

An interesting story was told to
me by a trapiper to wlbom 1 had
given shelter at my campfire on
Kootenay lake.
He said that he had
just been up in the Selkirk®) guiding
a man. named Roosevelt, who want
ed to get a cinmamlon or silver tip
grizzly—-I have forgotten which*—that
they had got one and that he had
just said good-bye to his employer,
then police commissioner in
New
York.
He said:
“ Thai man Roosevelt is till© brav
est man I ever saw.
He is very
nearsighted and has a pocketful of
different kinds of glasses. We were
going up a narrow trail in the griz
zly country when I safw around the
turn, not very far ahead, a big bear
sham Ming down.
I dropped
back
and motioned to Roosevelt to look
around the corner.
He stepped
slightly forward and saw the bear
not over a couple of hundred feet away.
“The trail was narrow, on one side
a ciliff, on the other a ravine.
In
stead of putting up his gun immed
iately and shooting, Roosevelt grop
ed around in lidis pocket until he
feund the pair of glasses that he
wanted, unhurriedly removed the pair
h© wore, rubbed, put on and adjusted
the others and when the bear got
within fifty feet of him took deliber
ate aim and killed him.”
In picturesque Language the old
guide said that any son of a gun
who would take the time to change
his glasses when a grizzly was lop
ing down the trail within a few
yards of him was the bravest man
b© had ever seen.—Albert R. Ledoux
in Mining and Scientific Press.

P. C., Hinsdale, Mass.
I get good target resu.lts with any reI find yonr Target Tips column full'loaded cartridge, at a distance
as
of very useful information. Will you great ais 500 yds.
Of course a Mod
please state in the next issue wdiiat el 1906 Government Springfield cartin your opinion is the best general r dge would be satisfactory and all
source of information on arms and the .25 or .30 caliber hunting cart
ammunition ?
ridges, such as the .25 Rem., 25-35,
Ans. I sihou’d say reading the 30-30, etc.
magazines and weeklies devoted to
3. Wliaf rim fire cartridge will
sportsmen, for instance, among the eive the best results up to 200 yds.
magazines issued monthly, the Na rcr target shooting?
J. H. S., Warsaw, Mo.
tional* Sportsman, Outers Book, Field
Ans. The .22 long rifle Lesmok or
1. I read with a good deal of in
k Stream and a number of others, semi-smokeless cartridge gives the
terest your Target Tips.
Which do
and of the weeklies, Siporting Life, best results up to 200 yds.
you
consider
best
all
around
gunr—
which is devoted to baseball and trap
4. When shooting at 100 yards full choke, modified or cylinder bore, HO W TO R A IS E W IL D D U C K S ON
snooting and Arms and the Man,
with the .22 WRF cartridge in Rem 26, 28, or 30 inches?
T H E FARM.
which takes care of the military and
ington rifle, would it be necessary to
Ans.
Judging
from
point
of
sales,
target shooting end of the game. Of
raise the rear sight if range is whiicih is ‘a pretty fair indication, the
“ Why not grow wild birds on the
course this column is open to you fo known?
farm, both for pleasure and for prof
28
or
30-inch
full
choke
shotguns
are
any speci fic quest tens you may wish
it?” inquires Fred L. Holmes in Conn
Ans. If tiie rifle is sighted in at most popular.
to ask.
25 yds. a® is usually the case with
2. To show what I like best, I try Gentleman, and proceeds to tell
>
>
.22 caliber rifles, if would be neoe®- have an Autoloader with one barrel how, thusly:
H. 0. B., Fleming, Ky.
“ Prof. J. C. Halpin, of the Wiscon
sary to raise the rear sight to shoot 26-inch cylinder and one 28-inch mod
Will you kindly advise by return 103 yds.
ified.
The 26-inelh I use for quail sin Experiment Station, has demon
mail if there is any method by winiich
and the 28-inch modified for
duck strated that the wild mallard is read
5.
How
would
the
44-40
cartridge
the receiver of a 1912 Model pump
ily domesticated and may easily be
compare with higher power small and wild turkeys.
gun can be reblued, as there are rust
Ans. The combination of barrels raised by farmers who have small
bore
cartridges,
for
accuracy
and
8pots on same having been caused
Professor Hal
you have is excellent, and you are ponds or streams.
by dampness, or will it be neeessiary power, for use in settled districts;
well equipped for everything with pin started about five years ago with
and
at
what
range
is
thiis
cartridge
for me to send same to the factory
Although lie sold
accurate; on wibat size game would the possible exception of very long a single pair.
to fiave this work done?
many
last
year,
he
now has a flock
range
duck
shooting
where
a
full
Ans. There are methods, but hone it be effective?
ot more than 200.
The bird propa
choke barrel wou’d be better.
Ans.
The
44-40
is
au
almost
obso
of them are really satisfactory, and
gates
so
rapidly—frem
thirty to forty
It was ex Smith, Auburn.
I would certainly recommend having lete type of cartridge.
Will the 38-45 carbine % magazine eggs a season—and shows the inher
tremely popular in its day and it is
the work done by the factory who
still with those who became used to using high power load shoot just as ent ability to shaft for itself at so
made the gun. The charges are mod
i< in the old days. It is accurate at accurately as full magazine, that is, early an age that the plan has evi
erate and the receiver will
come
It is effective on would the light muzzle cause it to dences of being a good commercial
back to you looking like a new one. 100 to 200 yds.
all game smaller than deer, and of flip up and injure the accuracy? proposition.
A. J. H., Morrisfon, Fla.
“ Naturally the first question asked
course numerous quantities of deer Would the recoil be unpleasant?
Can you give me the address of
Ans. It will shoot just as ac is liow these birds may be kept in
have been shot a.nd killed With this
the company that makes the feur
The original stock was
cartridge wlhich does not, Slowever, curately as a heavier rifle. The jump captivity.
barrel pistol if there is such a thing
When
turned
prove that it is by any means the of a rifle does not affect the aocur- bagged by hunters.
F IS H IN G IN T H E PA R K .
made? The one I have in mind is
over
to
Professor
Had
pin.
he
clipped
j acy as it is uniform, for every shot,
best cartridge for such work.
made on the order of the double bar
i It is rather hard to say whether the one wting of eaclh bird to the first
A fish story, told at a banquet in
rel Derringer, only wiLh four bar
The following spring the this-- Milwaukee by Representative BartL. L., Duluth, Minn.
j recoil would be unpleasant or not as i joint.
rels.
1. What is the trajectory at 100 no two people have the same ideas j ty-odd eggs laid were divided betwee holdt of Missouri, bas been started
Ans.Thene is no such, tilling made
One man will shoot |the incubator and .the mother. The on a successful tour of the Bast by
yards cf tie 30-30 caliber rifle, and on tills subject.
a* present so far as I know.
a 45-90 loaded with black powder an : little ones became so domesticated the Philadelphia Bulletin.
what are its ballistic*?
It goes
Ans. When fired at 100 yds., the say that the recoil is not bad, where |fiom handling after batching that the further here:
J. E. S.
bullet rises 1.28 inches at 50 yds. as another will complain with a Iwere even greater pets than the do“ Those people,” said Bartholdt, “ re
1. I just bought a new rifle, Model
The muzzle velocity is 2,020 ft. sec heavy rifle handling the 25-35 cart jme&tiicated ducks on the farm. Their mind m© of the old man. Yes, they
12-CS handling the WRF .22 caliber
onds, and the muzzle energy 1,540 ft. ridges. I do not think there would rapid increase in numbers bas net remind me very much of the old man.
cartridge, and find it a strong, accur
he any great difference between the : changed this condition.
lbs.
“ He had a soft, dark look, the old
ate shooter, but I’m not quite satis
“ It is a sight wiorth seeing to be- man I’m speaking cf, and he sat on
2 . Wbat 4 is the extreme range of rifle and the carbine, and as only a
fied with tlie regular sights. What
the above rifle when held at an an- few shots are fired cn ordinary hurt- j hold these 200 mallards start on their, a park bench, in the sun, with rod
front and near sights do you think
inor trips, I would not worry about exercise flights about four o'clock in and line, as if he were fishing; but
ale of 45 degrees?
would be the best combination for
the morning and just before sundown the line, with a worm on the hook,
the recoil.
Ans. Approximately 9,700 ft.
tar et and snap shooting for the gun
sometimes in groups, then in an un dangled over a bed of bright prim
Ans. I would suggest an ivory or
broken straight line.
At times dur
P . A.. S... Superior, W i s .
roses.
gold bead front sight or a oombina-1
ing the day they may take a spin,
I am having
trouble with my
‘Daft-1’ said a passer-by to him
tion globe and ivory front fright wit1'
j but when the weather is hot they pre
gun. The right barrel is cylinder
self, ‘Daft! Bughouse1 Nice looking
a rear peep sight, which on this
fer to lie in some shady place and
here, left barrel full choke.
The
oW fellow, too.
It's a pity.’
model rifle fastens on by screws
quaeik family gossip. Sometimes they
cylinder barrel shoots a little more
“
Then,
with
a
gentle smile,
the
which take the place of the dummy
T H E HO M E TOW N PAPER
will go miles away or aifight fin pas
open pattern then the choke does,
passer-by approached the old man
screws in the part of the trigger
tures
long
distances
from
the
yards
but not enough.
I use a long alliu r> said:
plate which is just back of the rear
Christmas will soon be here and that have been fenced off for them.
bras® shell which I load myself, and
‘What are you doing, uncle?’
end of the receiver.
The regular
tuere
is
no
batter
present
to
make
A word to the farm dog with when)
have tried devices such as pyramids
“
‘Fishing,
sir,’ answered the old
sights as fitted to the rifle are very
made cut of wood.
Dividfiner
the a absent friend than the “ home tow they have been raised and he is man, solemnly.
good for snap shooting, but with, those
Read the following poem after them.
As if they understood
shot in 6 layers with cardboard wads paper.”
“ ‘Fishing, ehi? Well, uncle, come
special sights a folding leaf sight
I lave also tried, also ti e X shape (author unknown) and then when the message they rise and circle to and have a drink.’
would be advisable.
cardboard spreaders dividing the shot making out your lust of presents in the yards.
“The old man shouldered his rod
2. What cartridge wou’d you Peto
“ Occasionally one or more pairs
in four partitions.
Do ycu know r.f clude the Maine Woods for that ab
and
followed the kindly stranger to
commend for target work up to 500
any way I cam load these Shells with. sent friend and its 52 weekly visits 'T these mallards miay leave, but this the corner saloon.
There lie regal
yds.—.that could be reloaded and yet
happens too seldom to be considered
f;ne s 'o t that will make an open pat
ed himself with a large glass of dark
net too expensive,—cue which would
|
of
importance.
On
the
leg
of
each
tern 6 ft. to 10 ft. ait 20 yds.? I can
beer and a good five-cent cigar. His
give good results?
duck, a few weeks after hatching is
load 3!4 drams Infallible powder and
host, contemplating him in a friend
Ans. There are so many that it
placed a registration seal.
This
2% oz. cf shot in those shells very
ly, protecting way, as he sipped and
would not be possible to enumerate
gives an opportunity to keep an ex
easily.
If you knew o f any style
smoked, said:
them ail.
I do not think you will
act record of each, bird as to laying
s’ otgun that shoots am open pattern,
“ So you were fishing, uncle.
And
and breeding qualifies.
let me knew.
how many have you caught this
“ Not unlike guineas, these domes
Ans. I am afraid that you do not
morning?’
SCHOOL
TE
A C H Ei Rt S. exactly
ticated mallards retain many of the
.
.
understand thie object of
“ Thie old man blew a smoke cloud
leadline is wearing work, and only
,
,
,
.
instincts peculiar to their wild natur
those teachers who take good care of I !o” dimg shells with, a S ot charge ddtoward the ceiling.
Then, after a
When mother and baby ducks are ou
their health can stand the daily Strain j vided up into layers by cardboard
pause, he said:
in the field, let a strange object ap
of the class room. The dull eyes, pale wads.
Iu a full choke shotgun, the
“ ‘You are the seventh, sir.' ”
proach and with, one quaclk the little
cheeks, weary head and unstrung |,.|)lC,ke depends for its effect on ti e
nerves of many teachers show the >
.
_
„ ,
brown birds hade in the grass close
Harry McCains Land of Augusta has
need of building up the nerve-force, sudden jamming together of the shot
to the earth.
Moreover, these wild returned from, a hunting trip of a
improving the blood and helping the 1just as they leave the muzzle. When
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
ducks are habitual imitators.
Let few days in Solon hut as the hunt
general condition. Have you heard . t’ve shot charge is divided up by card
Offers room with hot ard
of " L . F.” Atwood’s Medicine? It is ;
,
one mallard start limping and in ten ing conditions were bad in- that sec
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
a very old home remedy, and entirely >' ard wadis a11 tlle fa!Ct tbat the shot
and up, which includes free
minutes, unless there is something to tion he failed to bring home any
reliable. You can take it with the ; are not in a solid mass, prevents
use o f public shower baths.
attract attention elsewhere, a major deer, although he found plenty of
assurance that only good effects fol their being jammed together tl(u.s pro
Nothing to Equal This in New England
low its use. It is not a “ cure-all.” but ducing somewhat the same patterns
ity will be limping.
A strange noise signs.
He chased one big fellow
a general conditioner which acts on
the
appearance
of
the
dog, and all fer a long distance but was unable
Rooms with private baths
the stomach, liver and bowels, and by would be- produced by a cylinder bo e
will again he walking naturally.
for $1.50 per day and up;
to get within rifle shot.
There is no way that I kncv^i
putting these important organs in barrel.
suites of two rooms and bath
order, .improves the appetite, purifies of to make a cylinder bore shotgun
“ Little feed is given these mallards
for $4.00 per day ard up.
the blood, strengthens the nerves and
because they fatten quickly and be
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
Increasing the
clears the head. Try a bottle and shoot more open.
A B SO L U T E L Y BIREPKOOF come logy.
The 200 are given four ries a Fresh W h iff of the Pins
note how soon you feel its beneficial s' ot charge o 'e r the 12 gauge load,
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
teen quarts of cracked grains each Tree State w ith it. W hy Not Sub
influence.
the standard heaviest load being l l i
Send for Booklet
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
morning.
Without any feeding, five scribe and Get a Steady Breeze A ll
oz.
to
2y2
oz.,
would
reduce
the
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
or write to-do y for free sample.
mallards that were hatched on Ootcb- the Year.
Portland, Me. ! spread of eibet instead of increasing
T,- F.” Medicine Co.,
A

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

/
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TAKE 42 DEER
HOME WITH THEM

prove every day which is very grati
fying to her many friends.
Mrs.
Mis® Isabelle Russell i® on, the sick
list.
Guy Brooks had the misfortune to
The Boy Sicouts are planning to
G. M. Carlton’s party numbered 12,
Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Carlton, Mr. |lucid a public initiation in a few fall recently striking hi® hand on a. Majorily of Deer JJucks, and a
Many Enjoyable Dinner Parties and Mrs. Geo. Rridgham, Mr. and ! week®. They are now' settled in board and broke a bone in his hand.
Freak Among Them.
tneiir new quarters, the office buildin The hand i® in splint® and it will
j Mrs. P. L. Tracy.
Held—Grant Shoots White
be some time before he will be able
D. W. Spencer entertained Mr. and of the Crosby garage buildings.
Greenville, Nov. 24.
to use it.
D.
W.
Toothaker
of
Phillips
was
a
A party consisting o f 27 Indiana and
Deer.
Mr®. Lester Dili®.
Mrs. Robert Welch left Tuesday for Ohio hunters with 42 deer left Green
L. D. Nile and family dined wiitflu guest of Mr. and Mrs. II. B. McCand
Rumford,
where she goes -for treat ville on the Canadian Pacific railroad
the
latter
part
of
the
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lamib, the party
(Special Correspondence.)
P Monday night. It was a pretty sight.
Wednesday evening at the close of ment for her eyes.
numbering
9.
Rangeley, December 1.—Thanksgiv
Miss Alice Sweetser was called to
the C. E. meeting, a surprise party
A great majority of the deer were
Anson
M.
Hoar
entertained
Mr.
and
ing day was well celebrated in Ran
was given to Miss Mildred Huntoon, 'Portland by the death of her aunt.
bucks, some with very fine antlers.
geley this year;, the celebration being Mrs. C. B. Harris, Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. D. Graf faun of Phillips was in There was one freak head with 17
the occasion being her 18th birthday.
the occasion of many family gather Sherman Hoar, D. E. Hinkley.
town
Thursday, coming by automo points which grew up and down from
Refreshments
of
delicious
birthday
Mir and Mrs. L. E. Bowley spent
ing® and some of them on quite an,
Alfred Brackett purchased a the main horn.
cake and homemade candy were serv bile.
the
day
with
Mr.
and
Mr®.
H.
A.
extensive scale.
Doubtless
many
The f arty hunted in the upper West
ed.
Ml®® Huntoon received among Ford car of Mr. Graffaan whieliv is
Furbish.
others gathered
round
hospital) ,e
equipped
with
all
the
modern
im
Branch
country, going in via North
her
numerous
gifts,
18
carnations,
a
E. I. Herrick had a® guests Mr. an
boards well loaded for the occasion,
East Carry.
They report the deer
scarf and cap set, dress pattern and provements.
Mrs.
.E.
B.
Herrick,
Mrs.
Wilmont
but the following were brought to tbe
very
numerous
with
fairly gdod hunt
Thanksgiving
day
was
warm
and
many
other
gifts.
Patterson.
writer’s notice:
ing
conditions,
though
more snow is
pleasant.
Many
availed
themselves
Mrs.
W.
E.
Tibbetts
and
son,
Hay
W. T. Hoair and family were at
So far a® is known the family part
needed now.
den were guests of Mrs.
Tibbett’u of the fine skating on Haley Pond.
Ernest
Robbins’.
held at Buena Vista Farm, numbering
Some of the party have been coming
Mrs. H. O. Huntoon is rapidly re
Rev. and Mr®. H. A. Chdilds and parents at Rumford over Thanksgiv
30, beads the Mist, when Mr. and Mrs.
covering from an appendicitis operat here every fall for many years, and
ing.
daughter
and
H.
O.
Huntoon
were
at
Geo. PillsbiUry entertained
besides
Much fun was derived from the ion which was performed at Dr. Ross'1 hope to have opportunity to come many
their immediate family, Dal
Haley O. R. Rowe’s.
more seasons. No place like Maine,
turkey
and chicken shoot held on private hospital.
Mr. and Mr®. Daniel Ros® were at
and family, John. Pillsbnry and fam
the shore of Haley Pond by Leon j Mrs. Aaron Soule returned home they say.
ily, Verne Pillsbuiry and family, Mr. Austin Hinkley’s.
Robbins
and Hayden Huntoon.
J. ; Monday after an absence of several
Wm. Tomlinson and family dined
end Mrs. Earle Pillsbury,
Roberta
THE
M ARBLES
W IL L
SPEND
Sherman
Hoar
was
high
line,
seeu.r, weeks.
w,-th
J.
B.
Tomlinson.
and Thornton Eastman, Miss Ellen
T
H
A
N
K
S
G
IV
IN
G
IN
P
R
O
V I
| Mis® Grace Childs ha® closed her
M. D. Tibbetts and family,
Mrs. " T the turkey and six fine birds.
Hannaford.
DENCE.
v
A
sociable
was
held
Monday
might,
school
at
Greenvaile
and
returned
to
At Fred Ross’ the following com Mary J. Marshall were guests of
her
home
in
Mexico.
under
thie
auspices
of
the
Junior
So
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
W.
Marshall.
pany of 20 gathered: James Ross and
Mr. and Mrs, John B. Marble and
Norman Huntoon, Howard Herrick,
Refreshments of cake, candy
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hamden bad as ciety.
family, Walter Bush and family, Rod
family
spent Thanksgiving with their
Miss
Grace
Childs,
Miss
Marion
Quin:and
peanuts
were
served.
Games
Brackett and family, Berne Ellis and dinner guest® Capt. F. C. Barker,
son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
by,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ira
Huntoon,
Mr.
were
enjoyed
during
the
evening.
Mis®
Nellie
Barker,
Mrs.
Poor
and
family and Otto Nile.
Dauphiney, Miles f Talbot Kendall, and have been in Prov
The Ladies’ Aid met Friday of last and Mrs. Asher
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. MiciOard num II. V. Kimball.
Dauphiney,
ELdora
Thibodeau, Mr. an idence for several days.
week
instead
of
Wednesday
on
ac
Miss
Sarah
Soule,
Anson
and
Ansel
bered 18 in their party, including D.
Miss Rachel Marble has been spend
count of Thanksgiving. The ladies Mrs. Fred Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Will
VV. Toothaker, Mrs. Lacy Hinkley, Soule dined with Etta Dill.
ing some time in Providence with Mr.
Huntoon
attended
the
dance
at
Mad
are
busy
preparing
for
their
annual
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russell
and
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Hinkley and Monand Mrs. Kendall.
teli, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kempton, family spent Thanksgiving with Mr. Christmas sale which will be held rid Thanksgiving night.
E. I. Herrick left Tuesday for Bos
Miss Irene Kemajpiton, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Ed Greenwood and Miss December 10 this year.
Mrs. Leona Spencer and children ton and H. A. Furbish went to Port
Charles Hinkley, Mrs. Blanche New Emma. Russell at Phillips.
TORY HILL
Dr. A. M. Ross and family were have gone to'Strong for the winter, land.
ell and son Lester, Mr.
and Mrs.
v here they will make their home with
S. B. MciCard, Mrs. Annie Toothaker, guests of the Doctor’s parents.
Mrs. C. T. Richardson lias been in
jq
Ralph
Haines.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
W.
Rrowrn
and
I. B. Toothaker.
poor health for the past two weeks.
Misses Stella and Eleanor Hutch
C. B. Harris left Friday for Phil
At W. F. Oakes the entire family family dined with Mir. and Mrs.
ins visited Mrs. W. E. Gates last Frilips,
where he has employment. Mrs.
Frank
Badger.
of children and
grandchildren, the
A
S
H
O
O
T
IN
G
M
A
T
C
H
P
U
L
L
E
D
O
FF
day.
Mis® Eleanor returned Satur
Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Albee were in Harris will join him the latter part
party numbering 16 enjoyed turkey
day to her school in Temple, Mjsse®
of
the
week.
Farmington Thursday.
together.
Stella and Mabel to Hallowell and
Mr®. George Garland left Saturday
Rue Prescott of Berlin, N. H., join
(C o n tin u rd from page one.)
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Huntoon enter
Augusfa
Sunday, where they will
tained Mr. and Mrs. Earle Huntoon, ed hi® family who are stopping at for Vermont, where Mr. Garland ha®
The biggest game turned in was by
teach the winter term.
employment
in
the
woods.
A. L. Oakes’, and Cleon Oakes and
A. B. Toothaker and was a beautifully
Mrs. Emily Oakes.
Miss Feme Gould dos«ed her school
Mrs. Ernest Fall o f
Lawrence, colored blue hawk- he will have it
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brackett en family were also guests.
Leo and Philip Quinn of Portland Mass., is at C . C. Murphy’s, where mounted. The hawli was seen in Wes- Wednesday for the Thanksgiving re
tertained a party of 16, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Lamb and sons, Mr. and Mrs. are spending a few days with their she is assisting in oaring for her ton Parker’s dooryard early in the cess of three days and went to her
mother, Mrs, Margaret Murphy.
morning, but when seen Mr. Parker’s home in East Madrid to spend
Mrs. Harry Brown and daughter, shot gun was unloaded so that he was Thanksgiving with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. GouLd.
Theresa were recent guests of Mrs. j not able to get a shot at it.
jGuy W. Brooks.
I Indice Harnden had the only hedge
Miss Patia Mcores, who is teaching
Miss Lina Weeks spent Tbanksgiiv- hog, which he found sunning himself in in the Blethen district came home
ing with her parents at Frye,
M e . & stone wall.
Willis Hoar and Charles Wednesday and was a week-end
Miss
Vera
Adiam®
at
Canton
Point
i
Pinkham
had
a
woodpecker each,
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
OTTER POND CAM PS
ard Harrison Amber at Andover.
When the score was added up it was Wm. Moores.
LAKEWOOD GAMPS,
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fishintrav>3 hunting. Send for circular.
An organ ha® been placed in the f ° und that Mr. Luce’s side had 2050
M ID D L ED AM , MAINE
Several firom the Hill attended the
GEORGE H McKENNEY. Prop..
In one of the best localities for fishing and school huiildintg for the benefit of the points against 1625 for Mr. Fairbanks.
Oaratunk, Me.
sing hold at Charlie Peary's last Sat
hunting in the Rangeley R egion. Camps with
A fine oyster supper was served by
or without bath. For particulars write for free lower grades.
circular to
the losing side to the winners. The urday evening and report a very en
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Otto
Nile
of
Farmington
is
at
Rod
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
The
next one
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing; in Maine. Fly
supper was cooked by A.B. Toothaker, joyable evening.
erick Brackett’s.
Lakewood Camps,
Middledarn, M e.
flatting begins about June 1. Send for cijja ‘
will
he
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carrol
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK
Vance Oalkes, Hebron;
Marjorie so it is needless to say that it was ex Brackley Saturday evening., December
Upper Dam. Maine.
cellent.
The
evening
was
spent
in
a
Oakes, Bates; Phyllis
Robertson.,
4.
Farmington Normal; Lucille Harris, social way and charades were played
F I S H I N G
W e are glad to see our old mail
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. InLewiston High school, spent Thanks
RANGELEY, MAINE
AT
dice Harnden and four children, Mr. j carrier U. S. Jacobs back on the
giving with their respective families.
and Mrs. Weston Parker, Mr. and Mrs. route after several weeks’ il’mess, a.!*
John (S a rville’s (Sam ps
Mrs. C. M. Cushman and sons and
T. A. Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs. Willis though hiis substitute H. W. Worthily
at S p rin g Lake
Mrs, Howard Grant dined at Grant’s
Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Toothaker, ha® given good satisfaction.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Camp® Thanksgiving day,, returning
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Go
to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cole, Maxine
Mrs. Eugene Smith and little son
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
home Tuesday.
purest .of spring water and the table is first-Gass,
Fairbanks. Mrs. Elsie Moores of Mad are with her father, Roscoe Cu&bBLAINE V ILE S’
elevation ljia afeet above sea level, grandest scen
Several days ago, Billy
Power®, rid, Messrs. Dana and Clarence Noyes,
ery-and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
man and sister®, Misses Lillian and
who has recently been employed at Fred Fairbanks, George Roberts, Will
unknown, ripring Lake furnishes excellent lake
Maine
Mertie for the winter.
_ J
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring; Dead River,
Fanjoy’s camps made the trip from and Gerald Luce, Charles Pinkham,
stceams and ponds ana abundance of brook trout, i
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent AccomMrs. John Stinchfield lias been ill
Backboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Cupsuptic storehouse to Oquossoc in Carroll Plummer of Madrid and Pearl
sammer resort. Telephone communications with |modations, Reasonable Prices.
for a few days,, but is some l>etter
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
a rowboat, got the mail and started Cushman of Avon.
Special Sunday Dinners.
A. M. P.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
at
this writing.
back. After proper time elapsed and
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
Where some of the people of Tory
he was not heard from, search was
DEAD R IV E R REGION
Hill and vicinity dined on Thanks
made for the missing man but at pre
WINSHIP DISTRICT
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
giving day:
Roscoe Cushman and
Blakeslee Lake Camps
sent no trace of man or boat has
daughters, Mertie and Mrs. Eugene
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor j particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca- been found.
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot ! tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
A chicken shoot was held at the home Smith, and little son, Roscoe and
The many friends of Mrs. Herbert
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and j Section Cuisine unsurpassed!
E. F,
of Truman Fairbanks the day before Frank Mitchell with. Mr* and Mrs.
L.
Welch
ape
sorry
to
learn
that
she
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Thanksgiving. As the weather was W. W Mitchell; Mr. and Mrs. Ber
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 1
is at Dr. King’s hospital, where she
bad not so large a crowd attended as
Maine.
is being treated for
inflammatory was expected, but some good shooting nard Taylor and Mis® Marion Sar
gent with Mr. and Mrs. Wr. E. Gates;
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
rheumatism.
was done just the same. Frank Cole Mr. and Mrs. Will Hood, Miss Mar
R an geley L a k e s
Mrs. Joseph Deratps has completed captured two of the chickens, Charles
W E S T
E N D
her duties at the Farmers’ Telephone Pinkham, Fred Fairbanks and Weston ion and Kenneth. Smith with M r. and
R an geley,
M aine
Mrs. Carrol Russell at the village;
HOTEL
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. central and will join her husband who Parker one each. The chickens were Mr. and Mrs. Alden Moores and baby
will be employed in the woods. Mrs. fine, large Plymouth Rock cockerels.
H. M. C A S T N E R ,
Prop’r. Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part Clyde Wilcox will take her place.
Gerald., Pat.iia Moores and C larence
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Toothaker dined
ridge and duck hunting.
Mjss Elizabeth Amts of Augusta with Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Heath Huff with Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Portland,
Maine
Moore®; Mr. and Mrs. Fred MitciheB
is
in town in the interest of the Thanksgiving day.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for . RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW BOUSE
and family with Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Childrens’
Home.
§jhe
is
boarding
A party consisting of
Walter
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports !
On Rangeley Lake.
Mitchell in Strong; Mr. and Mrs.
with Mrs. F. H. Kempton.
Hansom of Belgrade, Clyde Wilcox
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
lS T v?ew°HSS5
Ed Chick and Elwin Barker were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alimon
Wilbur
left
of Rangeley, Percy Hanson of Avon
and poultry from our own farm, enabl-1 Tuly l to Oct.
,
.
,
, _____ . i - „
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Saturday for Gorham, N. H., to visit end Weston Parker, are up in the guest® of Mr. and Mrs. Oha®. Web
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
ber and family; Mr. and Mrs. Car
Mrs. Ernest Sargent.
woods on a hunting and camping trap.
meats, butter, cream, eggs. etc.
Raugeley, Maine.
rol Brackley and family, also Leland
Mrs.
A.
D.
Tibbetts
returned
home
American plan. Send for circular. 1---------------------------------- -— ----------- We expect to hear some hunting ex
Peary
with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Peary
from Farmington, where she has periences when they return
and daughter on the Mile Square;
been visiting relatives.
B ound M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free i
r )~ e r
P o rtr ifiir p -mrl
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sedgeley amd
Mr. Hopkins of Bates College was
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L, Proprietor. !
u e ®r > u e .li H a r t n c ig e and W o o d c o c k
No Passing W h im .
R ound Mountain, Maine
.shooting. New locality o p e n t o h u n t - a recent guest of Miss Ida Kimball.
family dined Thanksgiving day with
'‘Art,” says Frank Alvah Parsons
_____
_
_ ________’______ ers. Write to
Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Eilis left “ is not decided by a passing whim or Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Hamden and
H E M O N S. B L A C K W E L L ,
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Saddleback Lake Cam p.,
Wednesday for Boston, where they style;' it is based on law® that have family; Mr. and Mrs. Frank B rackley
ANL) LOG CAMPS.
j
p\ n
■■ .
Heart o f the Rangeleya. Best fishing region.
u a iia., [Vlaine.
were called by the poor health of been understood since the beginning entertained their son, Milton ’ BrackJpeclal June and September rates. Booklet.
I ------------------—--------------------- ------------------— -----of artistic expression. Its principles ley and family, also Miss Lottie,, who
Mr. N. H. Ellis.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
B llLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS
Mr. Russ of Dexter was a recent may be applied to interior decoration i® in Strong attending school; Mr.
Rt.ingchfield and
guest of his daughter, Mrs. James just as well as to painting, sculpture and Mrs. Leslie
HE A SP O R T
URE h ,u m a «*SSETT
or any oilier, form of artistic expres httle son with Mr. and M rs. EJd
.
,
.. ” . . . , .. c f
... c ,
, I September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty Wilcox.
and go hunting this fall- Nou will
i o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow
sion.’’
w'-.rm camps, good table and good beds at the
Maine
’
Slinchifield.
Howard Grant shot a white deer
! Geo. Hoar and family, Mr.

and Mrs. cousin, Mrs. P. A. Tibbetts.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bates of Phil
MAN LOST
|Wesley Stetson, Mr. and
Leon
lips are guests of Mrs. Livingstone
ON BIG LAKE:Wrig,M’ ■D' K Lamiband fajther’ Deok Mflbury.

Where To Go In Maine

YORK

CAMPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

J

HUNTERS

W ESSELL CAMPS

M adaw asK a

L a k e s , M a in e

---- 2---------------------------------- —

rangeley lakes

P. O. Address STOCKHOLM , Me, 3 miles from J Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
B. & A. R. R. on good auto road. Rates $2.00 j for free circular.
per day. $10.50 per week.
|
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

Monday at Kenneibago.
The head is
Ignorance Expensive.
a fine one and Mr. Grant is to be
The needless infantile death rate
congratulated on hi® good luck.
owing to neglect and ignorance costs
Mrs. Amos Ellis continues to im- this country $3,000,000 a day.

Don’t Blame the Machines.

Perhaps one reason for motor speed
ing is that automobiles feel their ga9"
oline just as a horse does its oats.

M A IN E

WOODS,
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2,
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ttresting sermon Sunday
morning
THE DAGGETTS
and ait the close of the sermon
Mis® Gretdben Nind,e sang a very
GIVEN A SURPRISE beautiful
solo.
In tibe evening Mr.

man y mure years of happiness to house W'ednesiday evening.
Those
gether.
Tlhoise who enjoyed thdis oc taking part were Lyle Hunt, Hazel
casion. were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hardy, Fannie Ellsworth, Kenneth
Pease, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Luce, Mr. Brewer, Esther Ellsworth, Lafoirest
Du ns tan’s subject was, “Why
we and Mrs. M. A. Willi, Mr. and Mr®. Norton, Harold Handy, Laura Norton,
Rheumatism depends on an acid
should go to church,’’ which, was list Charles Luce, Mr. a.nd Mrs. D. E. Grace Peterson, Charlie Hardy.
which flows in the blood, affecting the
The Passing of a Well Known Res ened to by a large audience.
Li iigbton, Mr. and Mrs. William Will,
Herbert Norton spent the week-end muscles and joints, producing inflam
Mr.
and Mrs. L. L. Partridge, Rev, with bis aunt, Nellie E. Hiaimiljn of mation, stiffness and pain. This acid
The Masons of Davis Lodge F. and
ident and Most Estimable
gets into the blood through some de
A. M. will bold tliieir annual supper Jobui Dunstan, Misses Hazel Mitchell, Temple.
fect in the digestive processes, and
Lady.
Helen
Pike,
Mrs.
Walter
Bradford.
Nellie
E.
Norton
and
Francis
Hamnext Friday niglbt.
remains there because the liver, kid
Thirty-six attended the service at Ln, who havie been spending a few neys and skin are too torpid to carry
Miss Etlliel Rounds is assisting Mrs
Mile
Square
on
Friday
last
aind
all
days at S. R. Norton’s,
returned it off.
C. B. Richardson witlb ber house
(Special Corresnondence.)
H ood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
work.
Mrs. Richardson remains in were glad to Learn that a service home Sunday.
Strang, November 30.—'Miss Mar
Willard Huse was a caller in town blood tonic, is very successful in the
poor health ber friends are sorry to will be held there on tibe first and
ion Starbdard, wiho has been tibe steno*
treatment o f rheumatism.
It acts
third Friday in each month.
Next Friday.
know. ■'
erapher in Raymond Starbird’s office,
Charles ElLswontlh spent Thanksgiv directly, with purifying effect, on the
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. B©11„ daughter service December 17tlb.
blood, and through the blood on the
has returned to her borne in Solon,
The community was saddened Mon ing with, his brother, Herbert ElllsiSara and son Richard and Mrs. Matliver, kidneys anl skin, which it
where she will continue ber office
tie Hinds and son
Philip were day morning to learn that Mrs. Elilem, worth.
stimulates, and at the same time it
work for her father, Albert Starbird.
Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and Mrs. wife of S. D. Gates bad passed a-1 Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Edlewortih en improves the digestion.
Bernard Tooth aker from Rowdoin Harry Bell at Phillips.
way at ber bcrne after an illness of ; tertained Mrs. Ellsworth’s parents
Get H ood’s Sarsaparilla today.
Sold by all druggists.*1
College spent bis Thanksgiving re
During her illness, op Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lewey and sou' several weeks.
cess with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. o p Bar Harbor have tatken rooms for j she- was tenderly cared for by h e r! We are all glad to hear that Mr.
Samuel Toot baker.
the winter in Walter Bradford’s! husband and daughter, Mrs. Etta : Ailbin' MciCully, who lately had a ly grateful.
Harry Gage of Farmington
Falls house on Main street.
Small of Norwood, Mass., and Mrs. Ishock is very much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hall of Wayne
spent several days last week wibb
Besides J
It was a very jolly party that gath Cora Dyer of tlbis town.
1
came
to town recently in tbeiir tourhis friend, Maurice Leighton.
He ered, between the raindrops, Monr the above sbe leaves three grand
REED'S MILL.
i
in
ter
oair
bringing with them their inreturned home Monday.
children,
Mrs.
George
Bums,
Frank
day night to give Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Frank Simpson has gone to Dead Daggett a surprise party, it being and- .Clyde Small.
The funeral! ser
! valid son for whom tlbey will try the
Nov. 30.
River on a few weeks’ bunting trip. the 25tb wedding anniversary of' theirs vices will be held Wednesday after
open air treatment hoping he may be
There
were
about
40
who
attended
Derrill Sample of Boston spent a marriage.
noon,
at
2
o’clock
from
her
late
home
The guests were, met at
benefited by it.
They were aciciamshort vacation with bis parents, Mr. the door by their only son,, Holman cn Main street.
A more extended church Sunday and listened to a won
j
panied
by
another
son and wife,, who
derfully
helpful
sermon
by
our
pas
and Mrs. Jaimes Sample.
Barnes Daggett, who very
calmly notice of thiis worthy lady’s life wiiM
ter.
Subject “ Friendship.’ ’ Those have returned to Wayne, as hasi also
Mrs. Hattie Hinds and son, Philip told his mother that someone wish b ‘ given next week.
are spending a few days with Mrs. ed tio see her at the door and the ! Mrs. Wen.tzell, the organist of Mr. who were unable to attend missed a Mr. Hall, leaving Mrs. Hall and ihe
i son in camip.
They are staying in
Sam Conan t.
friends marched in and took posses Dunstan’S' last church spent the great opportunity.
Willard Chandler's camp.
The
King’s
Daughters
remembered
Miss Ploren.ce Luce returned Sun sion.
week-end
at
the
parsonage.
She
j
Mr. Daggett, wiho is a mean-Clarence Huff was the guest of
day to heir school at
Farmington ber of the firm of Daggett & Will i ( turned to her heme Tuesday morn Mrs. Sarah Pomeroy with, a nice
Thanksgiving box of fruit and con Clyde Hathaway a few days last
Falla after spending the week-end was sent for at his store and told ing.
(
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. that his wife wanted to see him.
Irene, little daughter of Mr. and ; fectionery for wbiclli she feels deep- week.
Mrs.
Earle
Kingsley
is
gaining
from
,
N. Luce.
Upon his arrival he decided several
Charles Richards and Ralph Star- wanted to see him.
They are royal her recent illness.
bird returned to tile Dead River re entertainers and soon each guest
The roll of the members of the
gion Sunday afternoon, where they was made welcome and tables were Methodist church will be read at a
are lumbering.
While lnere Mr. and arranged, for flinch., which was enjoy cluurch meeting this evening and
Mrs. Starbird enjoyed a Thanksgiv ed until the games were interrupted every member should be present.
ing dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Rich Ly refreshments which consisted of Other interesting matters are to
ards and family.
coffee,
sandwiches
and assorted come before the meeting.
Mists Sadie Bates called on friends
Friends of Mrs. Henry Williams ar cukes.
Later in the evening, with a
giad to know she is able to walk out few well-chosen words, Rev. John i i tlie village Tuesday. Her friends
after her recent surgical operation.
Dunstan presented Mr. ) and
Mrs. are sorry to know' she is in poor
Rev. John Dunstan preatflied an in- Dr.ggett with a love’y silver ladle health.
Services at West Freeman are
P e r f e c 
ard a wedding cake.
After several
COUGHS T H A T A R E S T O P P E D !
songs bad been beautifully rendered growing in interest and the people at
t io n
H e a t e r ,
Careful people see that they are by Mrs. Menzor Will and Miss Hazel tending are appreciating the efforts
stopped.
Dr. King's New Discovery Mitchell, tibe guests departed to their of Mir. Dunstan to establish a w’ork
is a remedy of tried merit.
It has homes wishing Mr. and Mrs. Daggett there.
Mr. and Mrs. Menzor A.
Will
held its own on the market for 46
spent Thanksgiving week with her
years. Youth and o!4 age testify to
Convalescence after pneumonia, ty parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Clif
its soothing and healing qualities.
phoid
fever and the grip, is some ford at their heme in Portland.
Pneumonia and lung troubles are of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Gilman and
ten caused by delay of treatment. times merely apparent, not real. To
Dr. King’s New Discovery stops those make it real and rapid, there is no G. R. Winslow7 of Wilton spent a
the
hacking coughs and relieves la grippe other tonic so, highly to be recom- few days in town last week,
tendencies.
Money’ back if it fails. ! mended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Thou- guests of relatives.
I sands so testify.
Take Hood’s.
50d. and $1.00.

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINSJSAPPEAR

Grandm other s
Com forter

S

IN CE we got a

Grand
mother keeps cozy all day
long.

WEST FARMINGTON

M B

A FEW OF THE MANY USEFUL
XMAS SUGGESTIONS WE
HAVE TO OFFER
Hand Bags,
$1.25 to $3.25
Sewing Bags,
$2.00
Collar Bags,
$1.75
Manicure Sets, Ivory and Pearl,
$1.00 up
Comb and Brush Sets,
$1.00
Shaving Sets.
Traveling Cases.
Christmas Stationary.
Kodaks— Nothing better for a gift.
All the New Cppyright Books,
50c each
Xmas Bells and Decorations.
Xmas Cards, Seals and Tags.
Our Cigar Counter offers suggestions to
many. 5c and 10c cigars packed 25 in box.
A large variety of Box Candy to choose from.
Columbia Grafonola,
$17.50 up
Come in and pick out the records you like best.
Chafing Dishes,
$1.00 to $8.50
A barrel of Xmas Ribbon Candy,
12c per lb.
The best lines of Toilet Articles to choose from.
Watch Cases,
$1.00

°.R A IN

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. L B E A L B L O C K

P H IL L IP S , M E .

Store

The
SUNDAY HOURS: 10 A . M. to 12 M.

5 P. M. to 7 P. M.

Also open w hen the Sunday Papers arrive.
the s t o r e w h e r e

y o u r .t r a d e i s a p p r e c i a t e d

Ftflv'V.SSUKfwdesr

Nov. 29.
Tinere were no services at the
cbuirch here last Sunday on account
of the pastor's absence.
Sunday was a lovely day overhead,
although the traveling was very bad.
Ralph Ellsworth and family spent
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Ellsworthi’s
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Norton enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. Dana Hamlin an
family and Charles Ed>es of Temple
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Norton
and family on Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hardy and fam
ily and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hardy
and family spent Thanksgiving wiiith
Mr. and Mrs. Mention Phtiridge.
Miss Lillla Norton is spending a
few' days ait ber grandparent’s.
Bert Hardy sold eleven bead of Ho
stein cattle to Charles Walker cf
Canton and received $900.
Mr. and Mrs. Rue! Coed win enter
tained their son, Roy Goodwin and
family on Thanksgti'Ving.
The Briggs school gave a Thanks
giving entertainment at the sehool-

.

B L O O D -S U P P L Y
GOOD.

MUST

BE

The importance of having pure
blood is perhaps never more deepy impressed on uis than when we
are toild by physiologists that if the
’main is supplied with impure blood,
nervous and bilious headache, confus
ion of ideas, loss' of memory, impair
ed intellect, dimness of vision, and
dullness of hearing, are experienced,
and in time the brain becomes dis
organized and the brittle thread oif
life is broken.
t ,
The more we learn of the u s e fu lr
ness of tine great blood
purifier,
Head’s Sarsaparilla, the more grate
ful we are for this old and success
ful family medicine, which has ac
complished so much in
removing
scrofula, ribeumatism and catarrh and
other blood diseases and correcting
run-down conditions of the system.
If you need a blood
purifier, get
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

In five minutes the Perfec
tion makes chilly rooms
comfortable. It is light and
easy to carry around. W h en
the furnace breaks down
and during cold snaps, it is
the most useful thing in
the house.
T h e P e r fe c tio n g iv e s y o u te n h o u r s
o f c o m fo r t o n a g a llo n o f k e r o s e n e —
th e m o s t in e x p e n s iv e fo r m o f h e a t

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
New York
Buffalo '

(Principal Station*)

Look for the Triangle Trademark.
Sold in many styles and sizes at all
hardware and general stores.

Albany
Boston

M A IN E

WEST FREEMAN
Nov. 29.

Thanksgiving was very generally oh*
served in this vicinity in the good
old way of family reunions and pleas
ant gatherings of fhiends.
Mr. and Mrs. John Berry were en
tertained at ber dauighter"s, Mrs. Lin
coln Smith's, where' were gathered
Mr. and Mrs. Charles: Lamhlert, Al
bert Lake And family, Merton Lam
bert and family, George Willard and
family, including Mrs. Rose
Rowe
and thieir haired man, Mr. Black.
Twenty-eight were seated at the tab
le where ample justice was done to
a good old-fashioned Thanksgiving
dinner. Of the number present eight
were children.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lewis had as
guests Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Hutchins
and family, Ernest Smith, and family,
-'weluding Mrs. Evailyn Webster and
Harry Smith' and family from Far
mington.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Willard
kept the day very happily at her
brother’s, E. Peary’s of the Mile
Square,, where wais held a family re
union.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Huff entertain
ed the Sunday before Thanksgiving
them cousin, Harry Liishermes's and
family of Strong, hut their only gues
at dinner Thanksgiving day was thei
nieoe, Fa mice Douglass. The dinner
filled the Mill, as well1 a® if there
had been a larger circle to partake
of it.
Mrs. Lulu Taylor was considerably
disappointed in, her holiday as she
missed the morning train for Port
land.
Consequently she
missed
meeting her daughter as she planned
and through, a series of unfortunat
mishaps failed to locate her
until
Saturday we believe.
Mrs Annie Thompson dined with
her daughter, Miss Cora at Maple
Grove bom er.
I. P. Savage’s family had dwindled
from the custom.a,ny five to seven,
t'O two, and Mr. Slavage being ill! at
the time, the dinner was not a howl’Bg success.
Grandma Hamiblet was
missed from her accustomed place as
with one exception, this was the

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

DECEMBER

2,

Clarence Pease,, a young man about
first time for fifteen years she had
not been with them, on this New eighteen years of age, who is stay
ing at Sumner Huff’s, met with; quite
England’s greatest day.
after
Our Sunday school has begun pre a serious accident Thursday
noon
whale
trying
to
extract
a
cart
parations for a Christmas- tree and era
tertainmemt at >th.e church, when that ridge which had became jammed in
the loading tools.
The cartridge ex
festival occurs.
ploded filling hiis face with: powder
The annual butchering time ins
and injuring Mr. Pease’s hand" bo
come and Charles Oile, as well as
that one finger hiad to be amputated.
other butchers, a.re being kept busy.
Mrs. Annie Thompson had a fine
pig killed Monday, which tipped the
MADRID
scales at 260 pounds and Mr. Gile
remarked that he had not killed for
Nov. 29. .
many a day so handsome a pig as
Schools in Madrid begin Monday,
liens.
Mrs. Thompson is a hustling
woman and is doing a lot of work in November 29th,, same corps, of teaclhtthe interior of her cottage here and ers as previous term.
Sandy River Grange is to have a»
will have a very convenient and pret
degree team, Annie M. Weymouth,
ty home w,lien it is completed.
I. P. Savage on Monday last week director.
Harry Baitchelder, who has been
killed a pig weighing 240 pounds and
hauling
birch for Ed 'Mitcfhell at Wey
on Tuesday Mr. Gild was employed
a M.r. Willard’s on the same busin mouth's Bridge ha® finished and re
ess, but we have failed to learn the turned to hi® Lome in Phillips.
Our Superintendent of Schcols F.
weight of their porkers. They
al
A. Richardson,, is improving in health
ways have good ones though.
■ Saturday, November. 27„ a little and will be able to attend to school,
baby girl arrived at the Lome
of matters the coming term.
Willard E Littlefield, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Ea-rle Smith. Her
been
stopping at has farm in Madrid
weight was eleven and three-fourths ^
pounds.
Mother and child are get since July, Left for Paisley, Florida,
the first of the week.
ting along finely.
Mrs. Melissa Morrell went to Ran
We are having a remarkably fine
November which, will seem to short ge-ley Monday to keep house for her
er. up the winter even if we do have brother, Dana HinkLey.
it severe later on.

MILE SQUARE
Nov. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Peary enter
tained the following guests Thanks
giving day:
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Foss of Mt. Vernon, Mr. and Mrs.
Dana Stinchfield and children,, Mr.
and Mrs. Carrol Brack ley and child
ren, and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Peary of
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peary
and three children of Avon, Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Wi'.lard of Freeman.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Worth!ey and
children were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Blaine Morrison in Phillips Thanks
giving day.
M.r. and Mrs. Hamlin Ireland of
Canton are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J.
E. Noble.

1915.

I

visited relative® in Madrid last Sat Sunday guests of Mr. aaid Mrs. Alon
zo Huntington in Mad rad.
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Stinobfiold a.n<l
Eugene HinkLey and family, W. R.
children
were guests on Thanksigiv.
HinkLey and family, Mr. and
Mrs.
Ernes-t Page aaid Mrs. Ina Davenport ine day of Mir. aaid Mrs. E. A. Peary
dined on Thanksgiving day with, Mr. in Avon.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Herbert Moody of
and Mrs. E. R. Lander at Madrid
Salem visited relatives on Bray Hill
station.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Vote-r and j last week.
Fred Kenni®ten and family spent
little son spent Thanksgiving day |
Thanksgiving day in Bast Madrid,
with Orlando- Marden aaid family in j
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Solon
Avon.
Meedham.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene HinkLey were
O UR J IT N E Y

O F F E R —-This and 5<*.

Lyons’ C hief Industry.

The ancient city of Lyons, the third
DON’T M-I-SIS THIS.
Cut out this city in France, with a population ol
si-ip, enclose with five cents to Foley 500,000, vies with Milan in importance
& Co., OMioago, 111.,
writing your in the world’s silk industry. No few
name aaid address clearly.
You will er than 40,000 people—men, women
receive iu return a trial package con and children—are employed in tlu
factories.
taining Foley’s Honey aaid Tar Com
pound, for coughs-, colds and croup,,
B E N E F IT S L O C A L PEO PLE
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathar
tic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.
Phillips people have discovered
that A SINGLE DOSE of
simple
N O T IC E .
buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as
compounded in Adlcr-I-ka, the Ger
The subscriber hereby gives notice man appendicitis remedy, removes
that lie has been duly appoint gas on the stomach and constipation
ed
administrator
with
the will AT ONCE.
E. H. Whitney, druggist,
annexed of the estate of Wes
ley N. Hoar, late
of Phillips,
in the County of Franklin, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, I
NORTH PHILLIPS
and all indebted thereto are request
ed to make payment immediately.
Phillips, Maine.
Nov. 29.
Willis A. Hoar.
M on um ents, Headstones,
M.r, and Mrs. C. W. Harnden enter October 19, 1951.
tain-ed the following guests
on
T ablets, M antle Shelves,
Thanksgiving day:
Mr. and Mrs.
and
N O T IC E .
A. R. Sedgeley and children, Mrs.
C em etery W o rk o f all Kinds
Frank Harnden and Mrs. Carl HagThe subscriber hereby gives notice
ga-n.
that she has been duly appointed ad
Mrs. Grace Harnden and little son
ministratrix of the es-tate of Steph
en K. PuLLen, late of Kingfiield, in
P H IL L IP S
M E.
O B SER VE T H E W A R N IN G .
the County of Franklin, deceased,
All orders by mail or in perBoa
A cold that promises to “ hang on and given bonds a® the law directs.
promptly attended to.
a 1 winter” is to be dreaded. Prompt All persons having demands against
action should be taken at the first the estate of said deceased are de
warning of a cold—sneezing, c-hilli- sired to present the same for settle
tes®, slight shivering.
Foley’s Hon ment, and all indebted thereto are
ey and Tar makes quick work of requested to make payment immed
H e a d q u a r t e r s fo r e v e ry th in g
coughs, colds and croup.
R clears iately. j
air passage®, stops coughing, eases
in th e h a r d w a r e line
Ruth Pullen.
difficult breath5mg. Floyd E. Parker. November 16, 1915.

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith’s
Supplies, Doors, W indows, Stoves,
Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport*
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest, spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit of the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN
A new

line o f Dressers of

all descriptions.

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

-

Maine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

E. C.

Higgins, M. D.

Office over National Bank.

Phillips,

;

Maine

; Both ’ Phones

I Want You to Take This Car Now

----------------------------------------------------------- -4

J. BLAINE MORRISON
Ride in it— take the family out every Sunday— really enjoy the many fine days right now fo r
auto riding. And 1 have arranged that you m ay buy this 1916 M axw ell — the biggest apto
value on the market— by

A Small Down Payment— Balance Easy
The 1916 M axwell is complete in every detail— electric starter and lights— demountable rims—
one man top— graceful lines— full five-passenger body— everything that the high priced car has
— and you can buy it and Pay as You Ride.

A ttorney - a t - Law
Beal Block. Phlllipn

Fir* and Life ImnumM

------------- -------------------------------------------- — •

Dr. W.

J.

Carter,

DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
appointment.

T A L K IT OVER
W IT H “ FR A N K ”

, F. S. H A L E Y ,

Telephone 42*23

Upper Village,
i ■

Phillips, Maine

Evenings

# 5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp*
wood wanted, delivered at any static*
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R- R*
between Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and Salem.

A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me
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“ All right,” he beamed down on her,
J, Mrs. Helen Davies, with a degree of Boyd. That was one o f those which
W ORK TH A T TELLS
interest which Intimated that she was she read more than once; for it was sparing another beam for Gail. No,
Gail had not exaggerated in memory
quite ready to take any part in the quite worth it.
There was an yimpromptu party at the magic of his melting eyes. It Plenty of It Has Been Done Right
conspiracy.
Here In Phillips.
“ I have my little plan,” laughed Lu Gail s nouse. a jolly affair, indeed. All could not be exaggerated!
cile. “ I’m going to send her an abso her old steadfast friends, you know
“ There aren’t any words to tell you
To thoroughly know' the virtues of
lutely irresistible reminder of New who were quite sufflei nt to fill her how welcome you are!” said Gail, as
Y ork!”
life; and this was the night of the the butler disappeared with his hat a medicine you must investigate its
work.
Doan’s Kidney Pills stand
gay little Mrs. Babbitts affair in New and Inverness.
C H A P T E R X IV .
“What on earth brought you here to this test, and plenty of proof exists
York. How much better than those
‘By
great, glittering social pageants was a bless us?” demanded Arly.
right here in Phillips.
People who
George Randolph Chester
T he Message From New York.
simple, wholesome little ball like this
“I came to propose to Gail,” an testified years ago to relief from
end Lillian Chester
It was good to be home! Gail won writh all her dear girl chums, in their nounced Dick calmly, and took her
dered that she could ever have oeen pretty little Paris model frocks, and hand again, bending down on her that backache, kidney and urinary disord
content away from the loving shelter j all the boys, in their shiny white wonderfully magnetic gaze, so that she ers, now give confirmed testimony—•
of her many, many friends. She had ‘ fronts. No one had changed, and she was, panic-stricken in the idea that ne declare the results have lasted. How
grown world weary in all the false j quite felt, except for the presence of was about to proceed with his project can any Phillips sufferer longer doubt
Illustrated by C. D. R N odes
gayety of New York! She was dis- , Arly, that she had fallen back into her right on the spot.
the evidnece?
illusioned! She was blase. She was old familiar life. Why, it seemed as
“Wait until after the dance,” she
H. H. Vining, farmer, Pleasant
W A W . V . V . V . V . ' . V W . W . V / tired of frivolity; and she immedi if she ha$ been home for ages and laughingly requested, drawing back a
St., Phillips, says:
‘‘I got Doan’s
(Copyright, 1914. by the Red Book Corporation)
ately planned or enthusiastically j ages!
-tep and blushing furiously.
Kidney Pills at Preble’s drug store,
agreed
to
take
part
in
a
series
of
gaySYNOPSIS.
‘W ere wasting time,” protested when suffering from kidney trouble •
At the end of the Sargent ballroom,
Oliapter I—At a vestry meeting of eties which would have made an aver where Gail’s sedate but hospitable Arly “ Hurry on in, Dick. W e want and they cured me in a short time.
age hard-working man anticipate them mother always sat until the “ Home, to exhibit you.”
the Market Square church Gail Sar1 hope that my statement will lead
with an already broken constitution.
Swreet Home” dance was ended, were
“1 don’t mind,” consented Dick
srent listens to a discu&sion about
The house was full of them, morn the same dear, familiar palmfe, which cheerfully and stepped through the other sufferers from kidney complaint
the sale of the church tenements to ing, noon and night; young girls, se
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Marty, the florist, always sent to ev
Edward E. Allison, local traction date and jolly, and all of them excit erybody’s house to augment the home doorway, where he made a decided
Over three years later Mr. Vining
sensation.
king, and when asked her opinion of edly glad that Gail was among them collection. The gorgeous big one had
Eleven girls dreamed of his melting said:
“ I haven’ t had occasion to
the church by Rev. Smith Royd, says again; and young men, in all the de a leaf gone, but it was sprouting two eyes that night; and the town boys use Doan’s Kidney Pills since giving
't is apparently a lucrative business grees from social butterflies to plod others.
lost their monopoly. Viewing Gail’s my former endorsement, so I con
ding business pluggers, equally glad.
enterprise.
Tremendously gay affair. Every victorious scramble with Arly for sider the cure permanent.”
Good, comfortable home folks these, j
Chapter II—Allison takes Gail rid who were deliciously nice to the state body was delighted, and said so; and j Dick’s exclusive possession, their
Price 50^f, at all dealers.
Don’t
ing in his motor car.
When he sug ly, black-haired Arly, and voted her they laughed and danced and strolled friends unanimously reduced them to simipiy ask for a kidney remedy—get
and ate ices, and said jolly nothings, the ranks.
gests he is entitled to rest on the a tremendous beauty, and stood slight and knew', justifiably, that they were
After the dance, Dick made good his Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
lsurels of his achievements, she asks ly in awe of her. The half cynical nice and clever and happy young threat with Gail, and formally pro cured Mr. Vining.
Foster-Milburn
Arly, viewing them critically, found in people; and Arly Fosland, with any posed, urging his enterprise in coming Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
the disturbine question:
“ W hy?”
them one note of interesting novelty—
Chapter III—Gail, returning to her a certain general clean-hearted whole number of young men wondering how after her as one of his claims to con
Uncle Jim’s home from her drive someness, and, being a seeker after old her husband was, danced consci sideration; but Gail, laughing, and lik
word about GaiTT ShtT coulcT Save
with Allison, finds cold disapproval the unusual, and vastly appreciative, entiously, and smiled immediately ing him tremendously, told him he was
when anyone looked at her. Gail also too handsome to be married, and sent shaken him in her disappointment.
in the eyes of Rev. Smith Royd, who she deliberately cultivated them; flat
was dancing conscientiously, and hav him back home with a fresh gardenia What was the matter with Tod?
tering the boys, but not so much as to ing a perfectly happy evening. At
is calling there.
Rev. Smith Boyd sang as he went
in his buttonhole. That night Arly
Chapter IV—At a bobsled
party make the other girls hate her. To about this hour there would be some and Gail sat long and silently on the out of the door, not a tune or any set
the girls she made herself even more thing near four hundred people in the
comfortable couch in front of Arly’s musical form, but a mere unconscious
Gail finds the world uncomfortably ; attractive, because she liked them
full of men, and Allison tell® Jim Bar-1 better. She complimented them Indi ballroom and the drawing rooms and fireplace, the one in fluffy blue furtive ■testing of his voice. It was quite un
ly studying the one in fluffy pink from usual for him to sing on the way to
gent that his new ambition i® to vidually on the point of perfection for the conservatory of Mrs. Babbitt’s.
She was whirling near the balcony under her black eyelashes. The one Vedder court, for he devoted his time
conquer the world.
which each girl most prided herself; \
windows with a tall young friend who in pink was gazing into the fire with to this portion of his duties because
Chapter V—Allison starts a cam*- she told them that they were infinitely ! breathed, when there was an exclama far-seeing brown eyes, and was braid he w'as a Christian. He had sympa
more clever than the women of New
thy, more than enough, and he both
peign for consolidation and control
York, and better looking, In general; |tion from a group of girls at the win ing and unbraiding, with slender white
of the entire transportation system for the New York women were mostly ■ dow. Vivian Jennings turned. She fingers, a flowing strand of her brown understood and pitied the people of
Vedder court, but, in spite of all his
of the world.
clothes and makeup; and, above all, was a girl with the sort of eyes which, hair.
intense interest in the deplorable conin one sweep, can find the only four“ Gail,” ventured the one in blue.
CHAPTER VI—Gail becomes popu she envied them their truer lives!
; dition of humanity’s weak and helpleafed
clover
in
a
40-foot
field.
“
Yes.”
This
abstractedly.
«
No group of young people could re
lar and Aunt Helen thinks it neces
“Aren’t you a little bit homesick? 1 ! less, he was compelled to confess to
“ Gail!” she cried, almost dancing.
sary to advise her as to matrimon sist such careful work as that, espe “ Gail! Do come and see it!”
himself that he loathed dirt.
am.”
cially when performed by a young
ial probabilities.
Vedder court was particularly per
“ So am I !” answered Gail, with sud
Gail did not desert her partner; she
woman so adroit and so attractive,
fect in its specialty this morning. The
Chapter VII—Allison gains control and so well gowned; so they lost their merely started over to the window den animation.
oily black sediment on its pavements
“ Let’s go back!” excitedly.
of transcontinental traffic and ar awkwardness with her, which r- moved w'ith one hand trailing behind her as
was streaked with iridescence, and
“When?” and Gail jumped up.
ranges to absorb the Vedder court any sense of discomfort Gail might |an indication to follow, and immedi
grime seemed to be shedding from ev
ately,
without
looking
around,
she
tenement property of Market Square have felt, which was the aim to be ac
ery point of the drunken old buildings.
C
H
A
P
T
E
E
R
X
V
.
called:
complished. In those first few days
church.
They even seemed to leer down at
“Arly! Where’s Arly?”
Gail was the happiest of all creatures,
Rev. Smith Boyd, as if his being the
The Rector Knows.
Chapter VIII—Ge.il visits Vedder in spite of the fact that the local pa
What she saw was this. A rich,
Rev. Smith Boyd came down to only clean thing in the street were an
court, and meeting Boyd there, tells pers had carried a politer echo of that brown limousine, in which the dome
impertinence, which they would soon
him that the cathedral
Market despicable slave story.
At nights, light was brightly burning, had drawn breakfast with a more or less hollow rectify.
Square church proposes to build Will however, beginning with the second up to the steps. Inside, among the look in his face, and his mother, in
A half intoxicated woman, her front
specting him keenly, poured his coffee
be out of profits wrung from squal one, when the girls had retired to the i rich brown cushions and hangings,
teeth
missing and her colorless hair
immediately.
There
was
the
trace
of
mutual rumvay of their adjoining and pausing to light a leisurely ciga
or.
rette, sat the most wickedly handsome a twinkle in her eyes, which were straggling, and her cheekbones gleam
suites,
the
conversation
would
turn
■
Chapter IX—Gail become® the cen
ing with the high red of debauchery,
man in the world! He was black nevertheless extremely solicitous.
something like this:
leered up at him as he passed. A curlyter of magnetic attraction for the
“
How
is
your
head?”
she
inquired.
“Let’s see, this is the seventeenth, haired and black-mustached and blackr
Rev. Smith Boyd dutifully withdrew headed youngster, who would have
men of her aunt’s social set.
goateed, and had large, lustrous, melt
isn’t it?” thus Arly.
been angelically beautiful if he had
Chapter X—At a meeting of the
“ Yes; Tuesday,” concentratedly se ing black eyes, while on his oval his mind from elsewhere, to consider
seven financial magnates of the coun lecting a chocolate, the box of which cheek was the ruddy bloom of health. that proposition justly. “All right, been w’ashed and his native blood
Every girl in the window sighed, as, 1thank you,” he decided, and he fell pumped from him, threw mud at Rev.
try, Allison organizes the Internat bore a New York name.
with
a movement which wras grace in. into exactly such a state of melan Smith Boyd, out of a mere artistic de
’
“
Mrs.
Matson's
ice
skating
ball
is
i
ional Transportation Company.
every
changing line, he stepped out choly, trifling with his grapefruit, as sire to reduce him to harmony with
Chapter XI—Rev. Smith Boyd un tonight.” A sidelong glance at the
of the brilliantly lighted limousine, Mrs. Boyd wished to test. She fo his surroundings. A mouthing old
dertakes Gail’s spiritual instruction busy Gail. “ She always has such orig
and came slowly up the steps, tall, j cused her keen eyes , on him micro woman, with .hands clawed like a par
inal affairs.’rot’s, begged him for alms, and he was
and Gail unconsciously gives Allieon
slender,
magnificent, in his shining, scopically.
“Doesn’t she!” Gail draws her san
a hint that solve® th’e Vedder court daled feet up under her and stretches silk hat and his flowing Inverness, - “Miss Sargent is coming back to ashamed of himself that he gave it
to her with such shrinking. The Mas
emblem for him.
down her pink negligee, so that she and his white tie, and his plaited shirt night; on the six-ten train.”
There was a clatter in Rev. Smith ter could not have been like this. A
Chapter XII— Cn an
inspection locks like a stiff statue in tinted front—oh. everything; correct to the
last detail, except for the trifling Boyd’s service plate. He had been burly “panhandler” stopped him with
trip in Allison’s new subway the tun- : ivory.
j an artificial whine. .A cripple, display
“And such interesting people. That touches of originality, down to nis awkward with his spoon, and dropped
Bel oaves in and imprisons the party
ing his ugly deformity for the benefit
it.
patent
leather
tips!
With
a
w
’ave
of
new
artist
is
certain
to
be
there.
who are rescued by Allison and Boyd
, and example of the unborn, took from
“
That
is
delightful
news,”
he
re
careless
ease
he
flung
back
his
Inver
Chapter. XIII—The newspaper a c-; What’s his name? Oh, yes, Vlodow/ ness over one shoulder, and rang the turned with frank enthusiasm which , him a dole and_a wince of repulsion.
I could adore him.”
was depressing to his mother.
counts of the accident in the sub
i,To Be Continued)
“ You’re a mere verbal adorer,” bell!
Mrs. Boyd had nothing more to say.
way place Gail in the spotlight and laughs Gail, studying anxiously over
“Dick!” cried a voice just behind
She watched ner son Tod start vigor
drive her to her heme in the west.
the problem of whether she wants Gail’s ear. Gail had not known that
ously at his grapefruit, with a vi
(Continued from last week.)
another piece of chocolate or not. Al anyone was leaning heavily on her
T I M E L Y H I N T ON O V E R - E A T I N G .
vacity which seemed to indicate that
Bill" dinners cause disturbed digest
“You scare' me/r said Lucile, still lison had sent such good ones. “Vlo- shoulders, but now she and Arly, w'ith he might finish with the rind. He
one accord, turned and raced for the
watching Gerald. “I’m not going to dow eats garlic.”
ion®, The sitcmiaicih and bowels should
drew
his
eggs
energetically
toward
“That’s why I adore him, from a vestibule!
leave Gail out there any longer. I’rfl
him, buttered a slice of toast, and fin r.o.t be clogged with undigested P ois
“You handsome thing!” cried Arly,
distance. Of course all the nice regu
going to have her back at once.”
ished his breakfast.
Suddenly he onous waste matter.
Foley Cathartic
Gerald raised his head immediately, lar fellows will be there—Dick, Rod-! as he stepped into the hall and held looked at his watch.
Tablets relieve distress after eating,
ley
and
Ted,
and
Houston,
and—
Oh,
and smiled at her.
“I have an extremely busy day be 8;op belching, banish bloating and gai
“Splendid,” he approved. “ Fact of oh! I forgot to write Gerald,” and with
fore me,” he told her briskly, and feel
the matter is,” and he hesitated an a swift passing kiss somewhere be
ing to see if he had supplied himself on stomach,, regulate the bowels,
instant, “I’m becoming extremely lone tween Gail’s ear and her chin, she hur- J
with handkerchiefs, he kissed his sweeten the stomach and tone up the
ries into her own dressing room, with I
some.”
Floyd E. Parker.
mother,jand was gone.without another liver.
Even Ted detected something in a backward glance to make sure that j
Gail is staring, with softened brown 1
Gerald’s tone and in his face.
“It’s time you were waking up.” he eyes, down into her chocolate box, and j
bluntly commented. “I should think seeing there amid the confections, the
laughing, swirling skaters iu MrsJ
you would be lonely without Arly.”
“Yes, isn’t it time," agreed Gerald, Matson's glistening ballroom. There j
studying the matter carefully. “ You were some who would not be at that j
know, both having plenty of leisure, ball—Allison, and Rev. Smith Boyd, |
there’s never been any occasion for us and—Arlfue lias plenty of time to
to travel separately before, and, really. write her formally dutiful letter with
out disturbance.
I miss her dreadfully.”
Gail has letters, too, as the days j
“I think I’ll have to get her for you,
Gerald,” promised Lucile, removing wear on. She scarcely has time for
her hand from in front of her eyes, them amid all the impromptu gayeties,
and smiling at him reassuringly. She but she does find a chance to read
could smile beautifully just now. The them; some of them twice If she’d
incredible thing she had thought she only come back. That was the tenor
detected was positively true, and it of all her letters; if she’d only come
made her excitedly happy!
Gerald back! Bless their hearts, she loved
Fosland had been in love with his them; and yes, she longed for them,
wife, and had never known it until even here in the happy, sheltering en
vironment of her own dear home and
now!
"If you can work that miracle, and friends! There were still other let
bring Gail back with her, you’ll spread ters; a confidently friendly one from
sunshine all over the place,' declared Allison, who sent her regularly candy
Jim Sargent. “ It’s been like a fil and flowers on alternate days; a
substantial one from Houston Van
i a l here since she went nome.
You’d think Gail was the most impor Ploon; a thoughtful one from Willis
Cunningham; a florid one from Dick Inside Sat the Most W ickedly Hand
tant section of New York. Every
Rodley; nice little notes, calculated to
some Man in the W orld.
body’s blue—Allison, Doctor Boyd; ev
erybody who knew her inquires, with relieve her embarrassment, from all out a hand to each of them. “ I’ve a
long faces, when she’s coming back!” her “ slaves” except the missing count, notion to kiss you !”
-J-‘_What dp you propose 7” inquired and a discussion from the. Rev. Smith
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An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention o f the
auto parties who • go through
Strong.
Call on us your next
trip.
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Barker, sisters of Ca'pt. F. C. Barker
and their cousin, Miss Abbie Carpentof Portland were in town on their
return from spending Thankistgiving at
Range ley.
Messrs. Bdgair„ Nathaniel/ and Walt
DeBerna Ross has bought the in
Attention is called to the Decem
surance business of H. F. Beedy, wil:oi er Tooithaker and Mins. N. H. Ham 
ber
seission of Farmington Quarterly
bought tbia siauie businies® of thie late den attended thle funeral) of their
Meeting of Free
Baptist churches
aunt,
Mrs.
Raymond
Toothafcer
in
AxP A. Sawyer 25 years aigo.
It in
which
meets
in.
Phillips
next week.
The services
clude® the Home, Aetna, Niagara burn last Friday.
The
meetings
begin
on
Tuesday
even
and New York Underwriters eotmipan- were at 11 o’clock and they returned
ing and continue til rough Wednesday
home
that
night.
jes.
He aillsio has tlie Continental)
A good
Miss Emma Russell was quite ill’ and until Thursday noon.
and the Insurance C'r. of North A.program is being arranged
for
several
days,
suffering
from
an
fneriica whliclht includes five associat
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be
She has; re
ions, and some of tille companies abscess in her throat.
Tiimherlafce
sumed her duties in. the Intermediate held with Miss Luette
named above are the strongest.
Friday,
December
3,
at
2.30
in the
Mrs. N. H. Hamden wilt entertain school.
afternoon.
Fred
Moulton
returned
to
Phillips
tbe Christmas Present Club
next
Li Ilian Bennett was sick and un
from the Thanksgiving vacation Sat
Wednesday afternoon, December 8.
able to attend school last week.
urday
night
having
visited
friends
in
There wilili be a meeting of tine Jr. i
B. E, Webber has a crew of men
O. U. A. M. at tllne Grange ball F ri-! DtxfieM.
at Reed’s loading pulp; also a crew
Master
Richard
Field
was
tbe
guest
clay evening of this week and the ]
at Madrid for the Amierdlcian Realty
members are earnestly requested t o ! of Prof. Goodwin of tbe Abbott
be present as there is business
o f ! school at Hillorest, Farmington,, from Co.
Mrs. Mairy C. Cushman was
a
Saturday until/ Momdiay.
Mr. Good
importance.
guest at M. H. Davenport’s last
Mrs. D. F. Field has been confin win was one of the instructors at the
week.
ed to the house by illness the paist Bry®’ Camp at Clearwater the past
Mps. Milford Dunham was tine guest
summer
where
Richard
paissed
sever
few days.
of Mrs. B. E. Webber recently.
Mrs. Mary Parker is moving from al weeks.
Mrs. Jemima Kinney, who is 83
Tbe Phillips Circle of King’s Daugh
■her residence this week to the home
years old, knit a pair of mittens in
tears
will
meet
with
Mjiss
Emma
Dav
of her son(, C. E. Parker, where she
one day recently.
will occupy the upstairs rooms. As enport Friday evening, December 3.
Miss Lillian Leathers of Bates CoL
Lew
Noble,
Willard
Woodman,
Scot
reported last week Mrs. Parker en
tertained her son, and grandsons, Brackett and Earle Stratton took a lege "was the week-end guest of Mr.
F.oyd and Gladden Parker and their trip to Vase’s camps Saturday and a and Mrs. B. E. Webber.
Tbe boys
families and she had the honor of tramp up tbe mountain.
having four generations at her din were a little leg weary at might when
NORTH CHESTERVILLE
they returned but report a great
ner table.
F. C. Bennett has purchased a Dip.
Nov. 30.
Friday, Mrs. A. G. Poor, Miss Mary
team.
Rev. L. S. Williams gave us a very
interesting and instructive
sermon
STRONG AND WELL AS EVER.
W O R K E D IN T H E H A Y F IE L D .
last Sunday.
Next Sunday will be
Fred Smith, Green Bay,, Wis., says:
Arthur Jones, Allen, Kan., writes: Bible Sunday.
“ Foley Kidney Pills completely re “ 1 have been troubled, with bladder
Mirs. Ellery Niiles and young son of
lieved me of all soreness and pain and kidney troubles for a good many Augusta are visiting relatives in town
in the hack and I now am strong and years.
jf it were not for Foley Kid while Captain Niles is enjoying a
well as ever.”
Cold weather makes ney Pills I would never be able to hunting trip to King & Bartlett
a'ching joints, sore muscles and ir work an the hay field.”
Men and camps.
regular bladder action more unbear women past middle age find these
The Ladiiesf Union Sewing Circle
able.
Foley Kidney Pills/ help the pills a splendid remedy for weak, will meet at the ball on Wednesday
kidneys eliminate pain-causing pois overworked or diseased kidneys. afternoon with a picnic supper.
ons.
Floyd E. Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Thorpe enter
Floyd. E. Parker.
tained the following Thanksgiving
week;
Mrs. Leonard Braid ford and
son, Phillip Bradford of Turner Cent
NEW
er, and Mrs. George Barnjum and tw
children of East Madrid.
AT
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Pin kb am, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Pinkhana were din
ner guests on Thanksgiving day of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pihkhaon.
The North/ Chestbrville Grange plan
<r*n giving a drama on December 10th,
dancing following.

1915.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

CHRISTMAS
AT

The Sedgeley Store
The best of story books for boys,
25c
25c
The best of story books for girls,
Children’ s books,
5c, 10c, 15c and 25c
Games, big assortment,
5c to 25c
Children’s handkerchiefs,
2c and5c
Ladies’ handkerchiefs, 2 and 3 in a fancy box,
25c
Xmas stationary,
10c, 15c, 25c, 50c, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00
Toys,
10c, 25c and 50c
Dolls, all kinds, all prices.
Dolls’ heads,
10c to 25c

RUBBERS
$2.00

Men’ s 8-inch leather top Snag Proof rubbers,
Men’ s 8-inch leather top Gold Seal rubbers,
Men’ s 12-inch leather top Gold Seal rubpers,

$3.50
$4.00

CANNED GOODS

TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

If you wish to remember some
gentleman friend with a

HOLIDAY GIFT
don’t forget that we always have a
large assortment o f wearables for
men that make excellent presents.
Bath Robes, Pajamas, Neck
wear, Gloves, Mittens, Footwear,
Underwear, Headwear, Suits, Over
coats, Shirts, Trunks and Bags are
in our stock.
Mackinaws and Sweaters for
young and old, Handkerchiefs,
Arm Bands, Etc. Give us a call.

CHRISTMAS

EAST WELD
Nov. 29.
Mrs. Leon Merchant and Miss Bertnice Conant were guests of Miss
Minnie Buker at the home of her
parents last Friday.
Miss Mae Vining wont to Peru last
week to visit her sister, Mrs. Hiram
Wash bum.
Minnie Buker was at Wilton one
day last week.
Her brother, Hal
ford, who is attending school at the
Academy returned home with her.
They attended the Thanksgiving ball
at the Grange ball and reported a
good crowd and a fine time.
Dr. A. T. Wing was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Buker Thanksgiv
ing day.
Miss Helen Sanborn, who is aftemd-

Some o f the many things you can
get here for
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
|
T o w e ls,
N ap k in s,
T ra y
Cloths,
Handkerchiefs,
A p rons, N eck w ear, Boudoir Caps, H and B a g s, Sweaters,
Diaries, B ox Paper, Ribbons, Shoes, R ubbers, Argora
Sets— Cap and Scarf, H o isery , U n d erw ear and a large line
,o f D ishes to select from .
B u tte r ic K

D. F. H OYT.
N o . 5 B e a l B lo c R ,

P h illip s , M a in e

A g en cy for U niversal Steam Laundry.
Open Saturday E v en in g s.

S tocK

C. M. HOYT,
Farm ers’ Tel.

No. 2 Beal Block, P h illip s, Maine

ing the Normal school at Farmington and bier brother, Oscar from tbe
University of Maine at Orano were
RECOM M E N D E D FOR C R O U P .
both Thanksgiving guests of their
W. C. Allen, Bo^eley, Mo,, says: parents, Mir. and Mrs. C. T. Sanborn.
"I have raised a family of four child
Miss Minnie Buker,
who spent
ren and used Foley’s Honey and Tar Thanksgiving week with her parents
with aB of them.
I find it the best returned to her boarding place at
cough and croup medicine I ever used, East Madrid last Sunday.
She
I used it for eight or ton yeans and commenced the winter term Monday.
can recommend it for croup.” Same
Mrs. Rebecca' Faster, widow of the
satisfactory results for coughs and late E. P. E. Foster, is now stopping
colds.
Floyd E. Parker.
w!th Mr. and Mrs. John Lawrence at
m
Weld Conner.

B e e f L iver
B e e f H e a rt
B e e f Tongu e
Fresh Pork
H a m and Bacon
Corned B e e f
F ran k forts
Sausage
Tripe
C lam s and Oysters

»
GET

A t T h e C lo th in g ' »Store

P a tte rn s in

. The
Phillips National Bank!
during alteration s and ad
ditions to their p resent
building w ill be located in
Beal B lock in the room s
over th e stores of C. F.
C handler & Son and Cony
M. H oyt.

R ID

OF T H O S E P O IS O N S
YOUR SYSTEM !

Wanted -j

Pulpw ood

I have bought the

P
ali IBank!lB
ARBofER
INGDesposito
A N D on
PO
OL
I h
U illies
U I ip b N
n aation
u on a
> a n K | business
Samuel
Depot
-

MAINE

|B E A N ’Sj

You will find Dt . King’s New Life
Pills a most satisfactory laxative in
releasing the poisons from your sys
tem. • Accumulated waste and pois
ons cause manifold ailments unless
released.
Dizziness, spots before
the eyes, blackness and a miserable
feeling generally are indications that
you need Dr. King’s New Life Pills. P E E L E D SP R U C E FIR AND
Take a dose to-night and you will ex
PO PLAR
perience grateful relief by morning.
25^.

\
\\
«>

PHILLIPS,

i

All at

IN

any

at

point on line o f Sandy

River and

R angeley

street, and shall keep a line o f cigars, Railroad.
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.
HALEY

JAMES B. ROSS

delivered

Phillips,

Lakes

& F IE L D

Maine

